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THE UNDERSTANDING OF FAMILYIN MEDIEVAL FRANCE: A STUDYOF
THE FAMILY OF COUNT FULK RECHIN OF ANJOU
Sheila Clark, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 2005

This study will reconstruct Count Fulk Rechin of Anjou's (1068-1109)
understanding of his family by using a narrative genealogy he composed and
comparing it with witness lists and bequests he made in charters. Thus, it will
determine who he considered members of his family for both legal and polemical
purposes.

This study will compare Fulk's understanding of family with other

eleventh- and twelfth-century ideas of the aristocratic family, as well as historians'
models of the medieval family.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The modem European idea of family generally emphasizes the nuclear family
of parents and children surrounded by a larger number of extended kin. This family
construction is limited both horizontally, extending no further than first or perhaps
second cousins in the same generation, and vertically, not going back much beyond
grandparents in previous generations. This modem European concept is in sharp
contrast to how aristocratic families in eleventh- and twelfth- century France viewed
themselves. By the millennium, the Catholic Church forbid marriage within seven
degrees of kinship because of unease about incest and this had the effect of limiting
the property and power one family could control in any particular area or region. 1
This new doctrine forced noble families to know both who their distant cousins were
and also their ancestors going back many generations. Just who medieval families
considered their members influenced almost everything that families did as groups as
well as separate persons, including marriage choices, political alliances, wars, and the
decision of which monasteries to enter and support. Therefore it is important for
scholars to understand medieval persons ideas of family or to whom they considered
themselves related to better understand the events of the past.
The position of persons within each aristocratic family often depended on
what their status was when they first entered the family. But this status changed over
time as the family moved through the continuous cycle of marriages, births and
deaths. While every member of a family who reached adulthood experienced these
Jack Goody, The European Family: An Historico-Anthropo/ogica/ Essay, (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers, 2000), 58-62. Jack Goody, The Development ofthe Family and Marriage in Europe,
1

changes, women changed roles most dramatically throughout their lifetimes.
Children often had the least control over their lives. As young boys and girls reached
the age of maturity, however, their paths separated. While young boys and unmarried
men were usually subject to the head of the household (fathers, uncles, even older
brothers,) once they were married they often assumed a dominant position within the
household and were in complete control over their own lives, as well as the lives of
other members of their household. Younger sons who did not inherit a part of the
family patrimony or who did not marry an heiress, and thereby control property of
their own, sometimes continued to be subject to the same lack of control that came
from living within someone else's household. However, women, once married,
entered their husband's household, where his mother and possibly sisters may have
taken on the duties of running the household. By the time a women had borne
children, her status was often elevated from not merely wife, but also mother to the
heir of the household. If a woman had not been fully accepted as a member of the
family by her husband's relatives, she became the very essence of family for her son. 2
Women probably experienced the most freedom and control over their lives in
widowhood. Once widowed they could often decide for themselves who they would
marry if they wished to marry at all. Widows frequently controlled property and
could often disperse it as they wished. Thus, over her life cycle, a women's status
and freedom eventually to increased or had the potential to.
Medieval scholars studying the aristocratic family and the place of women
within it are often limited by the sources to researching the way women were viewed
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 117.
2
Constance Brittain Bouchard, "Those ofMy Blood" Constructing Noble Families in Medieval
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by men. Rarely is a scholar able to hear directly from a woman about how she
conceived her position within either her natal family, the family into which she was
born, or her affinial family, the family into which she married. This is unfortunate
because the female voice is so important for our understanding of how medieval
families viewed themselves and each other. Medieval scholars should still try to
understand how medieval families viewed themselves by reconstructing their families
using as many sources as are available.
There are several ways of reconstructing how a medieval person perceived his
or her family. This thesis will examine the ways in which Fulk Rechin the Count of
Anjou (1068-1109) represented his family for various purposes. To understand why
Fulk is a good choice for such a reconstruction, we must consider his unusual position
within French aristocratic society as well as his part in the documentary record. Fulk
was born as the second son to Geoffrey Foulques and Ermengard, and as a child he
was sent with his brother to his maternal uncle Geoffrey Martel, the Count of Anjou
(for a knightly education) as was common during the period.3 At the time of his death
in 1060, Geoffrey Martel had no direct heirs to take over the county of Anjou. To
solve the problem of succession to the county he chose Fulk's older brother, Geoffrey
the Bearded, as his heir shortly before his death. However, Geoffrey Martel was fond
of Fulk and divided the Angevin inheritance by giving him the "Saintonge as an
,
appanage and later the castle ofVihiers to hold from his brother.' 4 Geoffrey the
Francia, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001), 3.

See Appendix A Table 1 for a genealogy ofFulk Rechin's family.
W. Scott Jessee, Robert the Burgundian and the Counts ofAnjou, ca. 1025-1098, (Washington DC:
The Catholic University of America Press, 2000), 54. For more on the death of Geoffrey Martel see:
Olivier Guillot, Le Comte d'Anjou et son Entourage au xie Siecle, vol. 1, (Paris: Picard, 1973), 102103. Louis Halphen, Le Comte d'Anjou au xie Siecle, (Geneve: Slatkine-Megariotis Reprints 1906),
134-135.
3

4
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Bearded proved himself to be an incapable leader and after six years of misrule his
vassals began to look to his younger brother Fulk Rechin to restore lost Angevin
fortunes. 5 A civil war broke out between the two brothers finally ending when Fulk
imprisoned Geoffrey, for twenty-eight years until the Pope declared Geoffrey insane,
thereby making him unfit to resume his role as count, and he was released. 6 Fulk
went on to restore the territory lost by his brother to Angevin control, as well as
adding new lands.
Fulk Rechin's family changed dramatically around the time of his uncle's
death and the war with his brother. In particular, Fulk began a series of complicated
marriage contracts. He was married by his uncle Geoffrey Martel in 1060 to
Ermengard, a daughter of one of Geoffrey's vassals. She died sometime after 1067
after she appears in an early charter with Fulk. 7 He then may have married the
daughter of the Lord of Bourbon but this marriage was soon ended on the grounds of
consanguinity. He next married Orengarde de Chatelaillon. However, Fulk became
dissatisfied with the marriage and sent her to the abbey of Beaumont-les-Tours. 8 He
then entered into negotiations with William the Conqueror to marry one of William's
daughters to help end their conflict over territory near Normandy; however, Fulk and
the girl were related within the forbidden degrees of kinship. Around the same time,

5

Jessee, Robert the Burgundian, 61.
For this imprisonment of his own brother Fulk was excommunicated by the Church and the two were
not reconciled until 1094. Jessee, Robert the Burgundian, 74.
7
Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d' Angers, Cartu/aires de I'abbaye Saint-Serge et Saint-Bach d'Angers,
(Angers: Presses de l'Universite d' Angers, 1997), 194-195, no. 200.
8
Sending an unwanted wife to a convent was a fairly common way to make oneself available for
another marriage alliance although the Church did frown upon the practice.

6
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Fulk may have married or been engaged to the daughter of the Count of Brienne, but
this marriage also soon ended on the grounds of consanguinity.9
By 1090, Fulk had begun negotiating with Robert Curthose for the hand of
Bertrade of Montfort, daughter of Simon of Montfort. Fulk married Bertrade in
1091. 10 In 1092 Bertrade ran off with the King of France, Philip I, claiming that she
was taking preemptive action because she "did not want to be 'sent away like a
whore,' as her predecessors had been." 11 Since their marriage was not actually
annulled, neither Bertrade nor Fulk were free to marry, nor was Philip, as his first
wife was still living, although he had sent her to a convent like Fulk Rechin did with
at least one of his unwanted wives. 12 There is no record of Fulk contesting the union
at this time and he appears to have allowed the Church to handle the matter. 13
Several members of the Church had disagreed with the king's second marriage on the
grounds of bigamy, including the famous canonist Bishop lvo of Chartres. When
Philip's first wife died, the matter could easily have resolved itself. However, in
1094 Hugues of Die, a papal legate, reconciled Fulk with the Church (from which he
had been excommunicated for imprisoning his brother) in exchange for Fulk's
promise not to remarry, thereby keeping open the case of bigamy, against the king
and his wife.
Now that Fulk was openly asked to participate in the matter, he began to try to
undermine the king. However, he did not object to Philip's actions on the grounds of
The above description is drawn from Georges Duby, The Knight the Lady and the Priest: The Making
ofModern Marriage in Medieval France, trans. Barbara Bray, (Chicago: The University of Chicago

9

Press), 154-155.
10
Duby, The Knight the Lady and the Priest, 155.
11
Anjou, Genealogies II and III cited in Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, 155.
12
Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, 1.
13
Fulk Rechin, BN Latin MS 11792, fol. 143. Cited in Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, 11,
5

bigamy, which the church had so vehemently contested, but on the grounds of
consanguinity. Both he and the king were related through Fulk's great-great
grandfather, making Fulk's wife Bertrade also related to the king within the forbidden
seven degrees of kinship. When calculating the degrees of kinship between people,
the Church counted not only ties of blood but spiritual ties formed through marriage,
god-parentage and step-parentage, as well. The large number of ways medieval
persons could be related meant that by the eleventh- and twelfth-centuries it had
become almost impossible for members of the French aristocracy to find suitable
marriage partners outside the forbidden degrees of kinship. As part of Fulk's
campaign to undermine King Philip I, Fulk wrote a narrative genealogy to
demonstrate that he did not owe allegiance to Philip I. In it, he asserted that his
family held the county of Anjou not through Philip's family, the Capetians, but from
the line of the Carolingians. In 1095 he made a gift to Saint-Serge in which he dated
the charter "at the time when France was defiled by the adultery of the unworthy
King Philip." 14 The situation was eventually resolved in 1105 when Philip I and
Bertrade promised to give up their relationship. However, they continued to live
together and in 1106, they were even greeted as a couple when visiting Anjou by
Fulk. is Unfortunately no record has survived to indicate what type of a reception
Fulk gave the Philip and Bertrade, but it would appear on the surface that the three
were reconciled. Following this ten-year conflict Fulk did not marry again, and he
died three years later in 1109.

290.
14
Duby, The Knight the Lady, and the Priest, 12.
is Duby, The Knight the Lady, and the Priest, 13.
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As a result of all of these marital activities, Fulk fathered at least four children
who survived into adulthood. Geoffrey the eldest son, and his two sisters, Ermengard
and Elizabeth, were the product of Fulk' s marriage of Orengarde de Chatelaillon. 16
Geoffrey acted as Fulk Rechin's heir until Fulk tried to disinherit him in 1103 in
favor of his youngest son Fulk the Younger, born from the short union between Fulk
Rechin and Bertrade de Montfort, when Fulk the Younger was about twelve or
thirteen years old. Why Fulk Rechin chose to favor the son from an ill-fated marriage
over his elder more established son Geoffrey remains unknown. The plan failed
when Geoffrey rebelled against his father and brother. Geoffrey eventually won
recognition and forced Fulk Rechin to accept him as co-count over Anjou. In 1105,
however, Geoffrey died in battle in Normandy. When King Philip I heard of his
death he immediately invested his stepson Fulk the Younger with the county. 17 There
is no record of Philip consulting Fulk Rechin or of the latter's reaction to the
investiture. It is clear that Fulk Rechin continued to rule as count until his death in
1109. Fulk the Younger then inherited the County of Anjou outright, as his father
had intended six years earlier. Fulk the Younger continued to rule Anjou until he
retired in 1129 in favor of his son Geoffrey le Bel (Plantagenet) the father of Henry II
ofEngland. 18
As mentioned above Fulk Rechin also fathered two daughters with Orengarde
de Chatelaillon. Ermengard, probably named for Fulk's mother, was given in
marriage by her father to William IX, Duke of Aquitaine, who later repudiated her.
16

Andrew W. Lewis, "Anticipatory Association of the Heir in Early Capetian France," in The

American Historical Review, vol. 83 no. 4 (Oct 1978), 917.
17
18

See Lewis, "Anticipatory Association," 916-917.
Bernard Bachrach, Fulk Nerra the Neo-Roman Consul, 987-1040, (Berkeley: University of
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Ennengard was then married to the Count ofNantes, Alain Fergent. 19 Fulk's second
daughter, Elizabeth, was married off by her brother Geoffrey during his rebellion
against his father to Hugues II of Amboise, one of his vassals.20 Thus, each ofFulk's
children were recognized as legitimate possible heirs and used to further various
familial political goals.
Because of all this activity, Fulk Rechin provides an interesting case to
investigate how medieval nobles conceived their families. This thesis will focus on
how Fulk Rechin represented and constructed his family during different periods in
his life and in different types of documents. In particular the second chapter will
examine the narrative genealogy Fulk Rechin wrote in 1096 during his dispute with
King Philip I. Some scholars, the most prominent of which was Georges Duby, have
used this narrative genealogy to put forth the idea that Fulk did not consider women
to be full members of his family. Through a close analysis of the construction of this
narrative genealogy, and by comparing it to several other narrative genealogies
written in the same period, I will argue that Fulk's narrative genealogy does not
provide a comprehensive view of his family, but rather is a polemical document
created under unusual circumstances.
While the narrative genealogy provides a slanted representation ofFulk's
family, a close study ofFulk's charters can provide more comprehensive
reconstruction ofFulk's view of his family. This third chapter will look at all the
surviving charters issued by Fulk Rechin, as well as those charters issued by other
medieval persons in which he appears with other members of his family, acting as a
California Press, 1993 ), 261.
19
Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, 158-159. Guillot, Olivier, Lecomte d'Anjou, 122.
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witness or a guarantor of the transaction. The chapter will argue that as in his
narrative genealogy Fulk was very deliberate about who he included and excluded
depending on the circumstances surrounding the creation of each charter.
The fourth chapter will focus on the historical reconstruction of the medieval
family. It will begin with a close study of the historians who were instrumental in
laying the foundation for our current understanding and studies of medieval French
aristocratic families. It will then focus on more recent interpretations and models of
family formation. Each of these models will be discussed and where possible will be
compared to history of Fulk Rechin to determine how well he fits in with various
historians models of the medieval family model. This chapter will also closely
analyze current studies of this county of Anjou and why they fail to give the family of
the Counts of Anjou any attention.
Finally, the last chapter will look at all the evidence presented in the previous
chapters and argue that Fulk never completely excluded women from his family
construction. Although the women in his family seem to have held less power than
some of their aristocratic contemporaries, I will argue that this is due to particular
circumstances within the county of Anjou, and not necessarily because of any
conscious decision on Fulk' s part.
This thesis offers a case study of the family of Fulk Rechin as a whole and
argues that narrative genealogies or charters in isolation cannot present an accurate
picture of how medieval people viewed their families. Rather many different types of
documents need to be considered before a modem reconstruction of a medieval
family can be made. It will suggest alternative ways modem scholars can understand
20

Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, 23.
9

how medieval families perceived themselves. It is not intended to provide a general
model for all aristocratic families in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, rather it will
argue that more narrowly focused case studies must be done before such general
models can be proposed, if that is indeed even desirable.
Understanding the familial policies of the Counts of Anjou is extremely
important to the later history of both England and France. The expansion of the
County of Anjou by Fulk Rechin to include not only Anjou but neighboring counties
(Maine and Vendome) provided a large power base for Fulk's descendents to make
marriage alliances with very powerful families. Eventually his grandson Geoffrey le
Bel, Count of Anjou (1129-1151) married Matilda the daughter of the King of
England, Henry I, and Fulk's great-grandson Henry II became King of England and
lord of half of France. If Fulk Rechin had been less successful in expanding the
County of Anjou and maintaining its political power, it is doubtful that his
descendents would have been as successful as they were. Furthermore, his reign saw
the creation of dynastic strategies which would have great importance for the future
of both France and England.

10

CHAPTER2
NARRATIVE GENEALOGIES: SNAPSHOTS OF FAMILY CONSTRUCTION?
A modem genealogy represents a family usually by using a diagram looking
like a tree, with one name at the base or top, depending on how the diagram is
oriented, and branches extending further outward with each successive generation.
These charts include very little information about the people listed, usually only
providing their names and birth and death dates if either are known. Medieval
narrative genealogies, unlike modem family trees, often included some description of
the deeds of each person, or at least some of the named individuals. Because of the
narrative information provided by these medieval genealogies, modem historians
have used them to analyze the role each member played within a particular family at a
particular time. Georges Duby most famously used narrative genealogies written
during the High Middle Ages to analyze family groups and later to analyze the
position of women within specific kin groups at specific times. 1
The Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis written by Count Fulk Rechin of
Anjou is one of these narrative genealogies. 2 This document is one of the most
valuable narrative genealogies to survive from the High Middle Ages because it was
written not only about Fulk Rechin, but also by him. For this reason his narrative
genealogy would, at first glance, seem to provide modem historians with a glimpse
into the mind of a medieval nobles and provide indisputable evidence of who he did
and did not consider to be members of his family. Indeed, a few historians, and
Georges Duby, "The Structure of Kinship and Nobility: Northern France in the Eleventh- and
Twelfth- centuries," in, The Chivalrous Society, trans. Cynthia Postan, (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1977) 144-14 7.
1

II

Georges Duby in particular, have dissected this narrative genealogy to reconstruct
Fulk's understanding of his family. These same historians, again following Georges
Duby's arguments, have also used the Fragmentum to provide evidence for the
argument that women were not full members of the medieval aristocratic family.
This argument, however, ignores unique features of this particular narrative
genealogy, as well as the circumstances surrounding its creation. Fulk's narrative
genealogy was written with a very specific purpose in mind: to demonstrate why Fulk
was entitled to hold the County of Anjou. For this reason Fulk, was unusually
deliberate about who he included as well as those he left out.
To demonstrate how the circumstances of surrounding the composition of the
Fragmentum dictated its construction and determined which family members Fulk
included and excluded, this chapter will begin with a detailed analysis of Fulk's
narrative genealogy. It will then compare Fulk's representation of his family in this
text with other constructions of family in other contemporary genealogies.
Specifically, it will compare Fulk's genealogy with four other documents: a narrative
genealogy of the Counts of Boulogne; a narrative genealogy of the Counts of
Flanders written by Lambert a canon regular of Saint Aubert of Cambrai; a history of
the Counts of Guines written by Lambert of Ardres; and the genealogical listing
contained in the deeds of the Counts of Barcelona. Finally, this chapter will argue
that these narrative genealogies were, like Fulk's, snapshots of individual families
created at specific moments (within the life-cycle) for a particular goal. It was these

2

Fulk le Rechin, Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis, in Chroniques des comtes d'Anjou et des
seigneurs d'Amborse, ed. Louis Halphen and Rene Poupardin (Paris: Societe de !'Ecole des Chartes,
1913), 232-238. Hereafter FHA.
12

goals which determined who was included and how much weight their presence in it
was given, specially in the case of women.
It is important to note here that none of the "narrative genealogies" looked at
in this chapter were seen as belonging to the same genre of writing by those who
wrote them. Histories, deeds, chronicles, were each considered to be a separate genre
during the eleventh- and twelfth- centuries, and "genealogia" were only beginning to
be written. 3 That being said, modern historians have often grouped the genealogies
that appear in these documents together as "narrative genealogies" for the purposes of
analysis because they all share common traits. They all provide some detail about the
lives of at least some of the persons who are named. They also give a general
indication of the structure and composition of the families being discussed. They are
all narrative in form, rather than charts or diagrams, which became popular in the
later twelfth century. For these reasons I will continue to refer to them collectively as
"narrative genealogies" even though during the High Middle Ages this term would
not have been recognized.
At first glance, the narrative genealogy written by Fulk Rechin seems to
provide a direct view of his own conception of family in 1096. Unlike many
genealogies that were prepared in this period by monks and other religious to
demonstrate the family connections of others, this genealogy was composed by Fulk
himself. He begins "I Fulk, Count of Anjou, son of Geoffrey of Chateau-Landon and
Ermengarde, daughter of Fulk Nerra, Count of Anjou, and nephew of Geoffrey

Nathaniel Taylor, "Inheritance of Power in the House of Guifred the Hairy: Contemporary
Perspectives on the Formation of a Dynasty," in The 'Experience ofPower in Medieval Europe, 9501350, eds., Robert Berkhofer III, Alan Cooper, Adam Kosto, (Aldersbot: Ashgate, forthcoming 2005)
130.

3

13

,
Martel, who was the son of that same grandfather Fulk, brother of my mother.' 4
However the first line of Fulk's narrative genealogy is the first indication that he is
not emphasizing each family member equally. This is the only time Fulk's parents
are mentioned, even though they were critical in establishing his identity and
connection to other counts of Anjou.
Fulk's portrayal of his family is a linear one, going back seven generations.
Fulk begins by naming lngeler the first count to be granted the county by King
Charles the Bald, the grandson of Charlemagne in the ninth century. 5 This choice
indicates Fulk's goal to demonstrate that his family was given the county of Anjou by
a member of Charlemagne's family, not the Capetian royal family which came to
power later. Fulk proceeded to list the first four counts of Anjou; lngeler, Fulk the
Red (d. 942), Fulk the Good (942-60) and Geoffrey Graymantel (960-87). In Fulk's
view, these four men founded the county: "These four consuls kept the honor of
Anjou and took it from the hands of the pagans and defended it from Christian
consuls. "6 About the first three counts Fulk relates almost nothing: "The virtues and
acts of these four consuls, because they are so distant in time from us that even the
places where their bodies lie, are unknown to us."7 It is not necessary for Fulk to
relate much more information about the deeds of his most distant ancestors because

"Ego Fulco, comes Andegavensis, qui fui filius Gosfridi de Castro Landono et Ennengardis, filie
Fulonis comitis Andegavensis, et nepos Gosfridi Martelli, qui fuit filius ejusdem ava mei Fulconis et
frater matris mee." Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 1-4.
5
Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 17-19. See Bernard Bachrach, Fulk Nella, the Neo-Roman Counsul, 9871040: A Political Biography ofthe Angevin Count (Berkeley: University of California Press), 261. See
familial chart in Appendix A Table 2.
6
"Isti autem quatuor consules tenuerunt honorem Andegavinum et eripuerunt eum de manibus
paganorum et a christianis consulibus defenderunt." Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 14-16. Note consu/es
is used here to mean count a conscious Romanization ofFulk's title.
7
"Quorum quattuor consulum virtutes et acta, quia nobis in tantum de longinquo sunt ut etiam loca ubi
corpora eorum jacent nobis, incognita sint. .." Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 20-22.
4
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the main purpose for their inclusion is to provide a direct link between Ingeler and
Fulk and not to provide the family with prestige, which could be provided by more
recent ancestors.
In an effort to demonstrate the nobility of his pedigree Fulk Rechin provided
more detail about his great-grandfather, grandfather and uncle. Fulk praised Geoffrey
Graymantel, his great-grandfather, fo� defeating the count of Poitou, defending Anjou
from Bretons who came to plunder the county and participating in the siege of
Margon with Duke Hugh where he died of illness. Geoffrey Graymantel was then
buried in Tours at the Church of Saint Martin. 8 After Geoffrey Graymantel's death
the leadership of the county fell to one of the most successful and powerful counts of
Anjou, Fulk Nerra (987-1040). Fulk Rechin praised his grandfather for adding Maine
to the territories he controlled, building castles to defend his territories, building
abbeys as a sign of his piety, fighting in two of the great battles of his day
(Conquereuil and Pontlevoy) and making the pilgrimage to the Holy Land not once
but twice. It was while returning from his second pilgrimage to Jerusalem that he was
taken ill and died and was buried in Abbey of Beaulieu in the chapter house.9
Geoffrey Martel (1040-1060), Fulk's uncle, is given the longest treatment of
anyone in the genealogy. This makes sense because Fulk was raised by his uncle and
Fulk certainly knew the most about him. Geoffrey Martel is lauded for fighting in
many battles, in which he captured Herbert Bacon, the Count of Poitiers and Thibaut,
the Count of Blois� and expanding the territory under his control to include the city of

8
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Tours, given to him by Henry I King of France, 1027-60. 10 Finally "on the night
before his death, giving up all military and secular matters, he was made a monk in
the monastery of Saint Nicholas, which his father [Fulk Nerra] and he had constructed
with great devotion and endowed with their own goods."11 Fulk was fostered by his
uncle according to his account in the Fragmentum. It was Geoffrey Martel who took
responsibility for Fulk's military education and knighted Fulk when he was
seventeen. This close relationship between nephew and maternal uncle was quite
common during this period. Constance Brittain Bouchard argues that, as was the case
for Fulk, it was very common for aristocratic children to be sent to their maternal
uncle's household to receive their knightly education. 12
Finally, Fulk comes to his own generation. As Geoffrey Martel had no sons to
succeed him, he left the county to his nephew, Fulk's older brother, Geoffrey the
Bearded (1060-1068). It should be noted that Fulk does not actually use his brother's
name but called him simply my brother, "meum fratrum." 13 Fulk does not list any
accomplishments or good deeds his brother may have done while he controlled the
county, rather, Fulk focused entirely on the eight years they fought for control of
Anjou before Fulk finally captured him and imprisoned him. 14 The remainder of
Fulk's genealogy is devoted to an account ofFulk's own deeds as Count ofAnjou to

See Andrew W. Lewis, Royal Succession in Capetian France: Studies on Familial Order and the
State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), 25. Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 65-104.
11
"Nocte siquidem ilia que precessit finem ejus, deponens omnem curam militie rerumque secularium,
monachus factus est in monastero sancti Nicholai, quod pater ejus et ipse multa devotione
construxerant et rebus ejus suppleverant." Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 105-108.
12
Constance Brittain Bouchard, Strong ofBody, Brave and Noble: Chivalry and Society in Medieval
France, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998) 77.
13
Fulk le Rechin, FHA, line 112-113.
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1096 when he was composing the document. 15 Fulk's choice ofwhich family
members to include in this genealogy and what to say about them was obviously very
selective.
By the time Fulk Rechin composed his narrative genealogy, more complete
genealogies ofthe Counts ofAnjou had already been produced by the monastery of
Saint Aubin. Fulk makes no mention ofusing them to construct his genealogy. 16
Yet, Fulk certainly knew ofthese genealogies, because he had used them at least
twice to end a marriage on the grounds that he and his new wife were related within
the forbidden degrees ofkinship. 17 Rather than use these available genealogies, Fulk
says that he chose to base his narrative on what his uncle told him: "so these ancestors
ofmine,just as my uncle Geoffrey Martel told me, were most worthy counts." 18
Although Fulk named his distant male ancestors, he related nothing else until he came
to his uncle's grandfather, Geoffrey Graymantel. This truncated generational
memory might be explained by a simple generational problem: few grandfathers lived
to see a grandson born in this period. 19 Even so, a detailed recording oftheir deeds
was not required to demonstrate the greatness ofFulk Rechin's lineage, because his
more recent ancestors were so active in raising the status and power ofAnjou.
In the Fragmentum Historiae Andegevensis Fulk Rechin presented a very
restricted view ofhis family. Ofthe seven generations he mentioned, only in the last
two did he give the names ofmore than one person. In his parents' generation he
15
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mentioned his mother, Ermengard, at the beginning ofthe document, indicating that
in fact all the relatives he is about to discuss were ancestors in his maternal line and
not his paternal line, and also her brother, his uncle Geoffrey Martel. In his own
generation, he only mentions himselfand his brother, Geoffrey the Bearded. The
expanding ofthese two generations, but no others, was necessary because Fulk
needed to use both individuals mentioned in these generations to make the direct
connection of inheritance between Ingeler, the earliest ancestor who was granted the
county by King Charles the Bald, and himself. Establishing this direct connection
was Fulk's motivation for writing his genealogy: "I wished to commemorate in
writing how my ancestors acquired and held their honor until my time and then how I
held the same honor, by divine mercy."2° Fulk did not choose to mention any
ancestors who did not directly connect him with Ingeler. It is for this reason that the
only woman mentioned is Ermengard, his mother. Only through her can he be
connected to this important male ancestor. No other women were needed to form the
connection, so he did not mention wives or daughters ofhis ancestors, although he
certainly knew Geoffrey Martel's wife Agnes Countess ofAnjou, and probably at
least the names ofFulk Nerra's two wives, Elizabeth ofVendome and Hildegarde of
Lotharingia, even ifhe never knew them personally. 21 He also excluded all ofhis
own wives from the narrative genealogy. It is also for this reason that Fulk Rechin
did not list any ofhis father's ancestors. In a system that some scholars argue was
based solely on primogeniture, this omission ofhis father's ancestors is extremely
Bouchard, Strong ofBody, 77, 90.
commendare litteris quomodo antecessores mei honorem suum adquisierant et tenuerant
usque ad meum tempus et deinde de me ipso quomodo eumdem honorem tenueram adjuvante divina
misericordia." Fulk le Rechin, FHA, lines 6-9.
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puzzling.22 The focus on his mother's ancestors is further evidence that Fulk included
women in his family consciousness. Without this belief, Fulk could not have claimed
such a strong connection to the previous counts of Anjou.
To understand why Fulk Rechin constructed his genealogy the way he did, it
is vital to understand the circumstances in which it was written. Fulk says that he
wrote to demonstrate the "honor" (honorem) of his family. 23 While "honor" in a more
general way was probably part of his goal, he also wished to prove that he was
entitled to the "honor" of the County of Anjou, and that, it was given directly to his
ancestors by a Carolingian king and "not from the race of the wicked Philip."24 At
the time he was composing his narrative genealogy (sometime after 1096), Fulk
Rechin was locked in conflict with King Philip I because Philip had kidnapped and
married Fulk's wife Bertrade. Oddly, Fulk did not object to this illicit union on the
grounds of adultery and bigamy, even though the King's first wife was still alive,
which was the objection raised by the Church, but on the grounds that Philip and
Bertrade were related within the forbidden degrees of kinship. Fulk Rechin's great
grandfather Geoffrey Graymantel was the great great-grandfather of the King.25 As
Fulk's wife, Bertrade was connected by marriage to the King in both three and four
degrees of kinship. That Fulk knew these facts but chose to leave them out of his
Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis demonstrates that he knew more about his

familial relations than he mentioned in this narrative genealogy. This battle over the
marriage between King Philip and Bertrade continued until 1106 when the King and
W. Scott Jessee, Robert the Burgundian and the Counts ofAnjou ca. 1025-1098 (Washington D.C.:
The Catholic University of America Press: 2000), 24. Bachrach, Fulk Ne"a, 262.
22 Duby, "The Structure of Kinship and Nobility," 142.
23 "honorem" Fulk le Rechin, FHA, line 9.
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Fulk appear to have been reconciled. 26 Unfortunately no documentary evidence has
survived detailing the terms of their reconciliation. The unusual political
circumstances surrounding the creation of the Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis
explain the extremely limited presentation of Fulk Rechin's ancestors. This also
explains why the only woman Fulk named was his mother, no other women were
necessary to demonstrate his birthright to the control of the county.
The Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis written by Fulk Rechin provides an
unusual example of one way nobles of the period might construct their family for a
particular purpose. Other contemporary narrative genealogies, less obviously skewed
by extraordinary political circumstances, may help provide a more balanced picture of
aristocratic family consciousness in this period. The Genealogia comitum
Bulontensium differs greatly from Fulk Rechin's in both construction and purpose.

Written for the Count ofBoulogne by an unnamed cleric to demonstrate how the
counts were related to Charlemagne, it listed twenty-eight generations, much more
than casual familial memory. It is most likely that other genealogies and tables of
kinship were used by its creator to add the names of more distant ancestors, although
none were mentioned. Unlike Fulk Rechin's narrative genealogy, which includes
fewer generations but gives extensive detail of the deeds of some ancestors, this
genealogy only gives very minor details about individuals. Names and how they fit
into the genealogy were usually the only information provided. The genealogy favors
a patrilinear representation of family, as the narrative genealogy written by Fulk. Its
prime focus is to demonstrate how the Counts ofBoulogne were related to
24
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Charlemagne. It begins, however, with the most distant ancestor Primas, sixteen
generations before Charlemagne and continues down to Godfrey, Duke of
Lotharingia. 27
The Genea/ogia comitum Buloniensium has an extensive vertical memory, but
never extends horizontally farther than naming more than three children of the same
parents as was done in generations twelve, eighteen, twenty-three, twenty-five and
twenty-seven. This truncated horizontal memory most likely indicates that only those
children who made it to adulthood were named. On two occasions children were
named for more than one member of the preceding generation, suggesting the
author's desire to include the names of all those persons he knew to have lived.
Unlike the genealogy written by Fulk Rechin, this genealogy does not focus solely on
the male family members. Women are named both when they provide the link to the
desired lineage, namely the Carolingians, as well as when they are known to be the
important wives of men in the genealogy. Of the sixty- two individuals specifically
named, ten of them are women: four are daughters and six are wives. Of the fifty-two
men named, two are husbands and seventeen are male brothers or cousins, who do not
provide a direct line of patrilinear descent in the genealogy. While this genealogy is
relatively small compared to what was to emerge in the later twelfth century, it does
demonstrate the desire of members of the nobility to connect their ancestors, and
thereby themselves, with the most noble lineage possible, the royal line of
Charlemagne. This genealogy shows an early stage in the transition to much larger
and more extensive genealogies. In contrast, Fulk's Fragmentum is intent entirely on
26
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connecting him to his ancestors who were granted the County of Anjo� and he
excluded every person who did not help him show this descent. The Genea/ogia
comitum Bulontensium is much more inclusive and tries to form a more complete

view of the entire family structure, rather than focusing exclusively on the direct line
of inheritance.
Although it is written in a different medieval genre the Deeds ofthe Counts of
Barcelona also contains a genealogy written in nearly the same period as Fulk's. The
Deeds begins with a very confusing narrative genealogy designed to demonstrate the

Count's connections with the royal house of France, the counts of Flanders, as well as
the local nobility in the region. This narrative genealogy includes much more
information about most of the named individuals. Unlike the narrative genealogy
written for the Counts ofBoulogne and Fulk Rechin's own narrative genealogy, both
of which laid out in a fairly clear manner exactly who was related to whom and how,
the Counts ofBarcelona genealogy assumes its reader is familiar with the family and
is more interested in recounting the deeds of each count. It is similar to the other
genealogies in that it does begin with a single ancestor, Guifred, who is said only to
have been a knight. Interestingly, his wife, Arriana, is also mentioned. Very little is
known about them save that they were the most "ancient of the ancestors." 28 Their
son Guifred is mentioned given an honor (honorem) by the king of the Franks,
exactly how is not explained.29 The genealogy moves on rather quickly, possibly
skipping generations because the connections made are not very clear, to Salomon,
the first named Count ofBarcelona. From him the genealogy is much more linear
28
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than the Genealogia comitum Bulontensium: of the twenty generations mentioned
most only include one named individual and none extend horizontally more than three
individuals. The genealogy follows the Counts of Barcelona; brothers and sisters are
occasionally named but their spouses and offspring are almost never named.
In the Deeds ofthe Counts of Barcelona women are sparsely named as both
wives and daughters. In all, of the thirty-four named individuals only six are women.
Sisters are always named with brothers. Whether these women marry and have
children of their own is left out, as with Fulk Rechin's narrative genealogy. In those
few instances when wives are mentioned, only their names are given, and their
lineage is never followed. Not even the names of their fathers were mentioned, which
other genealogies sometimes used to demonstrate the status of both the wife and all
children who come from the marriage, which ultimately could effect the status of the
entire line. The exclusion of this information suggests that women are named
because the person composing the genealogy knew their names but their position as
members of other families was either completely unknown or, more likely, was
known, but not considered important by the others of the genealogy. This narrative
genealogy is more like the Fragmennum Historiae Andegevensis written by Fulk
Rechin than the Genealogia comitum Bolunsium in two ways: its trimming of most of
those persons who are not directly relevant to the line of descent, and in its overall
purpose. As with Fulk, the author of The Deeds ofthe Counts ofBarcelona is
attempting to demonstrate "independent nature and heritability of comital power"

29CC, 3-4, lines 12-15.
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without the express will of the Capetian Kings of France because the county was
granted to their ancestor by Charlemagne and the Carolingians.30
Another aristocratic genealogy from the twelfth century was begun in 1152 by
Lambert, a canon regular of Saint Aubert. 31 When he reached the year of his birth in
his Anna/es Cameracenses Lambert paused and gave a brief account of his own
genealogy.32 This narrative genealogy offers another example of how a member of the
aristocracy viewed his family, even though he was a canon of a religious order and,
therefore, was supposedly removed from kinship ties. Lambert was writing for
himself and as a member of the religious community. Although in theory distanced
from his kin group, he still "remained preoccupied with his rank and birth" according
to Georges Duby. 33 Lambert paid attention to both his paternal and his maternal
lines. He informed his readers that he wrote his genealogy from his own familial
memory and did not use previously created genealogical tables.34 Lambert was from
a rather minor aristocratic family and it is possible that no such genealogical tables
had been drawn up by the time he composed his chronicle. His memory seems not to
extend any further back than his great-grandfather's generation. In the first
generation, Lambert was only able to name his great-grandfather and his wife. In the
second generation, he named both his paternal grandfather and grandmother as well
as his maternal grandparents and three of their siblings. In the third generation, the
generation of his parents, he was able to recall the names of fifteen of his parent's
siblings. Finally in the fourth generation, Lambert's own generation, he named all of
Taylor, "Inheritance ofPower in the House ofGuifred the Hairy" 135.
Duby, The Chivalrous Society, 135.
32
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his siblings and a few of his cousins. 35 Thus, his genealogy extends horizontally
much further than it does vertically. Here Lambert's presentation of his family is
unlike Fulk, he names or indicates the existence of every person he can remember,
rather than being solely concerned with establishing a direct line of inheritance.
Lambert followed a very specific, if somewhat unusual pattern. He began
with himself and moved to his parents, he then traced his father's lineage back as far
as he could remember, to his paternal great-grandfather. He then proceeded to follow
his patrilineal line down through his grandfather and named all of his paternal uncles
and their wives, but did not list their children. Finally, he named all nine of his
siblings, listing first his brothers then his sisters, but did not name their spouses or
children. After completing his father's lineage he turned to his maternal line and
followed the same pattern. He named his maternal grandfather and those brothers and
sisters whose names he knew. He then gave the name of his maternal grandmother
and named her brothers and their children, Lambert's aunts and uncles. Lambert
followed a definite pattern: always listing men before women and older relations
before younger ones. Of the thirty-five named individuals, they are almost evenly
split between his paternal and maternal lines, eighteen and seventeen respectively. Of
these only nine named individuals are women, four on his paternal side and five on
his maternal.
This narrative genealogy is far from complete. Almost half of the individuals
mentioned are unnamed and in several cases it is difficult to know if a person was an
only child or if Lambert had forgotten, or never knew, about siblings. Georges Duby
33
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points out that since we do not know the full set of relations of Lambert, by other
evidence, it is impossible to know exactly where his memory failed. 36 However, this
narrative genealogy does demonstrate how, unlike Fulk's narrative genealogy, an
individuals generational memory could be quite extensive. While Fulk never
mentions more than two people per generation, Lambert never names less than two
people per generation. Still Lambert's familial memory does not go back farther than
his paternal and maternal grandparents. Unlike Fulk Rechin, Lambert did not come
from a family whose status and position in society was dependent on the deeds
committed by distant ancestors, and so perhaps it was not necessary for Lambert to
learn, remember and pass on an expanded knowledge of his extended kinship.
Probably one of the most extensive narrative genealogies from this period was
written in the late twelfth century by another Lambert a canon and member of the
household of the Lord of Ardres. The History of the Counts of Guines and Lords of
Ardres provides an extensive representation of an aristocratic family lineage. It

encompassed counts, viscounts, castellans and knights. As he explained, Lambert
writes his history for his patron, Count Arnold of Ardres:
Beginning my narrative with one Arnold, I have
decided to begin the labor of the work I have
undertaken with that other Arnold, namely the man for
whom I write, to whom I have attributed the glory of
his work, who is, as I have already said, and will say as
long as I am able to speak, our patrician and lord.37
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This history was intended to provide the count with history of the glory of his
ancestors, as well as a clear understanding of whom his blood relations were.
Lambert of Ardres reconstruction of Count Arnold's family lineage was
extensive. It extended vertically back eight generations and included over two
hundred named individuals. While Lambert did not mention his sources it is unlikely
that he could have produced such an extensive genealogy based on personal memory
alone. He certainly had access to a wide range of sources, including genealogical
tables drawn up to demonstrate kinship and insure marriage took place outside the
forbidden degrees. 38 Lambert did not, however, provide each generation with the
similar amount of detail. Fully fifty percent of the named individuals belong to the
generation of his patron and his patron's parents, generations seven and eight,
although interestingly it is his parents' generation that actually receives the widest
attention. This is probably because Lambert was originally commissioned to do this
project by the Count of Guines' father who died before the Historia was finished.
Thirty-seven percent of the named individuals belong to generations four, five and
six. While generations one, two and three only contain thirteen percent of the named
individuals. When Lambert reached the year 928 and he could find no further
evidence of blood relations, he invented an ancestor to be the founder of the lineage.
Lambert then proceeded to connect this fictive founder to the line of Charlemagne,
through at least three different marriages. 39 For Lambert, linking his patron's lineage
with that of Charlemagne was vital because it demonstrated that the count descended
from the highest nobility. Thus, the main purpose of the History of the Counts of
38
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Guines was the same as The Deeds ofthe Counts ofBarcelona, to establish a
connection to royalty. This desire was so strong that an inventive connection was
better than no connection at all.
Of the two hundred individuals named and at least ninety- two of them were
clearly women. These women were related to the genealogy in three ways: twenty
nine were named as daughters of the lineage. Nineteen named women were wives of
members of the lineage, but their ancestry was not given. The largest group of named
women, forty-four, were women who married into the lineage and whose parent's, or
at least their father's, names were given. These women were usually mentioned with
their parents because they came from a more noble lineage than their husbands, and
Lambert wished to make it clear that the children from these unions carried the most
noble blood possible. While most women were only mentioned in passing as a wife
or daughter, fourteen women were described in detail by Lambert. These longer
descriptions almost always, however, revolve around their marriage or giving birth to
children of his main male subject. An early example of this, is in chapter twenty-five,
in which Lambert discusses the marriage of Baldwin and Adele, who was called
"Christine." He begins with a very brief discussion of how she came to be called
Christine, even though her formal name was Adele, then moves quickly on to a
description of their children and their children's marriages.40
Lambert's consistent structure and methodology indicates his desire to
include as many relations as possible. The large number of women mentioned is a
direct result of this desire for completeness. While he did list paternal relations
before maternal relations, he always listed children in order of their birth rather than
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separating sons from daughters. 41 Lambert's genealogy is at times so extensive that
it is difficult to follow exactly who is related to whom and how. He did not follow
previous examples of genealogies, which simply listed ancestors chronologically, but
he gave extensive details about the deeds of most of the mentioned individuals. This
genealogy provides such a wide view of the family structure of Count Arnold, that it
almost certainly was different from of Arnold's understanding of his family. Most
likely Count Arnold had a much more restricted view of who were members of his
immediate family, or even his lineage. Thus this genealogy must be considered a
scholarly history of the deeds of the count's ancestors, but not as a representation of
the people the count himself would actually consider members of his family, or
people to whom he had familial obligations. Nevertheless, it does show that
extensive understanding of familial relations was possible in this period.
The narrative genealogy written by Lambert of Ardres for the Counts of
Guines was much greater its breath and scope then the narrative genealogy composed
by Fulk Rechin. Fulk names only those persons in direct line to the earliest Count
Ingueler and omitted all others even though he certainly knew of other relatives, who
he intentionally excluded. Fulk did try to portray his family in a patrilinear fashion
however his narrative genealogy was extremely unusual, compared to others, in
excluding all women who were either born or married into his family.
It is dangerous for modern historians to attempt to reconstruct medieval ideas
of family using only one type of source. Because of the influence of the
circumstances surrounding the creation of narrative genealogies, they are difficult to
40
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use as evidence of how a person viewed his family. Furthermore, an individual's
understanding of his family changes over their lifetime as they grow up, marry, and
have children of their own.42 Each narrative genealogy examined above offers a
different perspective of particular families who were living in different places, times,
and life stages. Thus, they are representations or snapshots of families taken at a
particular moment or for a particular purpose.
Modern historians need to be more careful when using narrative genealogies
to make arguments about the position of women within the medieval family. None of
the narrative genealogies mentioned here completely exclude women, rather their
inclusion or exclusion is determined by the aim of the genealogy. Fulk Rechin was
not trying to create a comprehensive picture of his family structure for modern
historians or even his contemporaries, rather he was attempting to show why he was
entitled to hold the county of Anjou and was not beholden to the king. Thus, he
created a document to show that he received the county from the Carolingians not the
Capetians, the line of Philip I. Lambert of Ardres had a completely different goal.
He was trying to create for his patron a prestigious image of all the ancestors and
relatives related by blood and marriage to Count Arnold. And so he structured his
narrative genealogy in a way that stressed primogeniture as much as possible. Thus,
the goals of each narrative genealogy needs to be considered before making
argument's about the status or inclusion of individuals or groups. The snapshots
provided by these narrative genealogies provide a polemical representation of those
persons considered to be related to the principal subject's family group. Therefore, to
42
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understand more completely who Fulk considered to be a member of his family
group, one must consider more evidence beyond the Fragmentum Historiae
Andegevensis, which was a snapshot taken in 1096 under unusual circumstances. The

next chapter will examine the surviving charters issued by Fulk to gain further insight
into his understanding of family.
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CHAPTER3
FULK'S FAMILY IN THE CHARTERS
Narrative genealogies are only one type of evidence used to reconstruct
medieval noble families. Another common way to reconstruct familial groups is
through the use of charters. Charters are some of our richest sources for the eleventh
and twelfth-centuries. Unfortunately, their survival is often random and, frequently,
charters detailing the actions of important people have been lost to time. Charters
most often survive in two forms: as individual pieces of parchment and those in
cartularies. Individual sheets are often original charters and, because they are usually
not bound to anything else, they are also the ones most frequently lost or destroyed
over time. Charters in cartularies are copies of charters bound in volumes, usually
kept by monks or other religious, to provide a more stable record of the documents of
their monasteries. 1 These copies sometimes were made at the same time as the
original, but frequently were copied from an original at a later date, and they provide
the majority of our charter evidence, because being bound together they were less
likely to be lost.
During his time as Count of Anjou, Fulk Rechin must have been present to
witness hundreds of charters. Most of these charters have been lost; however, some
still survive in cartulary collections and a few can be found as originals. This chapter
will look at Fulk's use of charters·and what they tell us about his family. It will begin
by examining the way Fulk used charters at different points in his life for various
purposes. Fulk's use of charters can be roughly divided into four phases: 1060-1070,
Constance B. Bouchard, "Monastic Cartularies: Organizing Eternity," in Charters, Cartu/aries and
Archives: The Preservation and Transmission ofDocuments in the Medieval West, eds. Adam J. Kosto
1
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from the death of Geoffrey Martel to Fulk gaining control of the county; 1070-1091,
Fulk's marriages and grooming his sons to one day run the county; 1092-1105, Fulk's
fight with the King Philip I over his wife Bertrude and the rebellion of his eldest son;
and 1105-1109, Fulk's reconciliation with the King to his death. I will first look at
who appears in which charters and why they were either present or excluded. As a
general practice Fulk only included family members when their participation was
absolutely necessary. Overall, I will argue that Fulk Rechin, as with his narrative
genealogy was very deliberate about who he included in his charters and who he
excluded, depending on the circumstances and requirements surrounding each
charter's creation.
Of all the charters issued by Fulk Rechin while he was the Count of Anjou
only twenty-two still exist. 1bis is certainly a fraction of all the charters he must have
issued in his long career, however such losses are typical for someone of his position
who lived around the turn of the twelfth century. These charters have been saved
primarily in three cartularies: eight have been saved in the cartulary of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers, five in the cartulary of Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d' Angers, and three in
the cartularies of La Trinite de Vendome.2 Another six charters have survived as
single sheets and are currently housed at the Archive Departmentale de Maine-et
Loire.
While some charters survive in which Fulk is the primary actor, they are only
a fraction of the charters in which he acts simply as a witness to the actions of others.
and Anders Winroth, (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 2000), 23.
Abbaye de Saint-Aubin d'Angers, Cartulrarie de l 'Abbaye de Saint-Aubin d'Angers, 3 vols, (Paris:
A.Picard, 1903). Hereafter CSAA. Abbaye Saint-Serge et Saint-Bach d' Angers, Cartulaire de
l'Abbaye Saint-Serge et Saint-Bach d'Angers. 2 vols, (Angers: Presses de l'universite d'Angers, 1997).
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Not surprisingly, the earliest of these date between 1060 and 1067, during the time
when Geoffrey the Bearded was Count of Anjou. This early participation with his
brother suggests that, at least initially, Fulk Rechin did intend to bow to his uncle's
dying wish that Fulk's elder brother continue the family line and rule the county.
Three charters survive from this early period. In 1060 the brothers appear together in
a charter acknowledging the gift of Renaud Berger to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers. 3 This same gift is confirmed later by another charter. 4 The last charter in
which Fulk appears with Geoffrey the Bearded is a 1062 charter, in which Geoffrey
confirms the rights of the Abbey de la Trinity de Vendome given to the abbey by their
uncle, Geoffrey Martel. 5 Fulk's failure to appear in any charters issued by Geoffrey
the Bearded after this date is not surprising, considering soon afterwards, Fulk
rebelled against his brother.
By 1067 Geoffrey the Bearded and Fulk were involved in a bitter war for
control of the county. Fulk finally succeeded in deposing his brother and taking
control of the county in 1068. During Fulk's rebellion against his brother, Fulk used
charters to promote allegiances and consolidate his power. He used this tactic
throughout his life to reinforce his power base whenever his rule of the county was
threatened. As was typical for new rulers, early in his reign as Count of Anjou, Fulk
confirmed several donations and gifts given to local abbeys by his ancestors. The
earliest to be closely dated is a 1064 confirmation of a gift to the Abbey of la Trinite

Hereafter CSB. Abbaye de la Trinite de Vendome, Cartulaire de la Trinite de Vendome, 4 vols. (Paris:
A.Picard et fils, 1893-l 897). Hereafter CV.
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4
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de Vendome, made by Geoffrey Martel shortly before his death. 6 Sometime between
1060-1067, Fulk recognized the return ofproperty held by his aunt, Countess Agnes
to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d' Angers. 7 And in 1067 or 1070 Fulk confirmed another
gift to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers. 8 Confirming gifts made by previous
ancestors was a common way for a new ruler to make their position ofleadership
known in the area around the abbey. These confirmations also helped new rulers to
form relationships with religious institutions and gain their support. In return the new
ruler recognized the abbey's right to the gift, and did not insist on its return to the
family's partimony.
In addition to confirming gifts made by others, Fulk also made gifts to local
monasteries himself. The donations to monasteries located within the county were a
way for Fulk to assert his power as count and remind the local nobility that he too
was a nephew of Geoffrey Martel and, as such, was a suitable candidate to rule the
county. An original charter dated 1067 is a donation to Saint Florent ofSaumur.9
Like many original charters, this one is damaged and extremely difficult to read in
some places. This charter makes a gift, the charter does not specify what the gift was,
to the abbey and again mentions Fulk's relationship to his uncle. In this same year,
Fulk also makes two gifts on behalf of his uncle, father and mother to the Abbey of
Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d' Angers. 10 At the same time that Fulk was making
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donations to gain the support of local monasteries, he was giving land to his retainers
for their support during the struggle. 11
By 1070 Fulk felt secure in his power. His brother was safely locked away
and remained imprisoned for the next twenty-eight years. 12 In charters he issued after
this year, Fulk no longer felt it was necessary to note that he was the nephew of
Geoffrey Martel. During the period between 1070 and 1090 Fulk continued to act as
count and appeared in three different types of charters: in his own donations to local
abbeys; in grants by these monasteries and as a witness and guarantor of the charters
of his vassals. After consolidating his position as Count of Anjou, Fulk continued to
make gifts to the local abbeys which supported him. In an original charter dated
1070, Fulk made another gift to Saint Florent of Saumur. Fulk made two similar gifts
to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin in 1087. 13 In 1072 Fulk makes a similar donation to the
Abbey of Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d' Angers. 14
Another original charter is dated 1074 and is heavily damaged. 15 It is a gift to
Saint Philibert for the souls of his ancestors. It named both his uncle and his father,
however, this charter is also the first time his mother is named. Unlike previous
charters, Fulk, did not include any of his other ancestors or children. Fulk's mother's
inclusion provides an important link, as discussed in the previous chapter; it is
through her that Fulk claims his right to the county. This charter is actually the first
of two grants Fulk makes to Saint Hilibert ofTouraine the second is dated to 1091. 16
11
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Here again, none of his kinsmen is mentioned. This charter is rather strange because
while Fulk issues it, he is also the only person who witnesses it. Even the churchmen
who are mentioned in the charter do not appear in any witness list. It is possible that
by this time he was so secure in his power that no such support was necessary.
However the vast majority of his surviving charters are witnessed by at least a few
persons so it is impossible to be completely certain. In addition to the gifts Fulk
made he also confirmed rights of abbeys made by his ancestors. In the only surviving
charter of this type, Fulk confirms the rights of the La Trinite de Vendome to take
water from the Angevin forest originally granted to them by Fulk Nerra. 17 Fulk
issued this charter sometime after 1070 without either of his sons present.
Donations like these were extremely common for persons of Fulk Rechin's
wealth and status. They were part of the everyday experience of a ruler and it was
expected that Fulk would continue to support the local abbeys. In addition to running
the county Fulk, was also involved in the internal affairs of these monasteries. Fulk
was present in two charters relating entirely to internal business within the Abbey of
Saint-Aubin d' Angers. He was present in 1082 during the election of Abbot Girard. 18
Fulk may have been responsible for Girard's election, which considering Fulk's close
relationship with this abbey would not be unusual for the time. Sometime during his
reign as Count of Anjou, Fulk was also present when the charter recognizing the
reconciliation between the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d' Angers and the Abbey of Saint
Maur was written. 19 Here his presence is probably due to some role he played during
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the negotiations between the two abbeys or as a guarantor to its terms, though his role
was not mentioned in the charter.
Before 1090 Fulk appears most often in grants to religious institutions by his
vassals. Vassals gifts to monasteries often required Fulk's permission, as their lord,
guaranteeing that he would not seek to have the lands returned to him at a later date.
These are only two examples of the numerous charters in which Fulk's presence was
required because he was the lord of the primary actor within the charter. Sometime
after Fulk became Count of Anjou (the charter is not specific about an exact date)
Teto, gave to Saint-Aubin property which he held in benefice (Benefitio) from Fulk,
with Fulk's consent. 20 This gift is given for the souls of Teto, his mother and father.
Teto did not mention any spouse or children, he did specify that none of his
successors shall challenge the gift.21 Such actions were conventional as the monks
were trying to prevent future disputes.22 Another document of this type was written
between 1067-1082. 23 This charter insures that Geoffrey Rondeau, Fulk Rechin's
marshal, would protect the rights granted to Saint Albini de Champigny. Fulk did not
actually witness this charter but his consent is inferred, as he is named as suggesting
that Geoffrey Rondeau add this to his duties.
After 1091, when Fulk's wife Bertrade and King Philip I begin their affair,
Fulk again steps up his donations to monasteries, using them to consolidate his
"Notitiam bujus re notwn esse volurns cunctis sancte Dei ecclesie fidelibus tam presentibut quam
futuris quia deprecata est michi omnis congregatio Sancti Albini ut ei collibertam quandam, quam ex
benefitio senioris mei Fulconis michi videtur habere, precium ab eis accepto, earn videlicet collibertam
concedrem. Igitur ego Teto petiontionem abbatis monasterii Sancti Albini nomine Huncberti et ejus
congregationi voluntati annuens, cum consensu senoris mei Fulchoni." CSAA 1: 86, no. 68.
21
"ita tamen ut nee ego nee ullus ex parentibus meis sive successroibus nullam calumpniam audeant
inferre." CSAA 1: 86, no. 68.
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power. In 1091, he made a donation to the Abbey of Saint-Philibert ofTournous.24
In 1095 and 1096 he made two gifts to the abbey of Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach
d'Angers.25 Also in 1095 Fulk recognized the possessions of the Abbey of Saint
Aubin d'Angers. 26 The possible increase in charter activity in this period is due to
Fulk's fight with the King over his wife, and an attempt to remind his vassals that he
was their leader. This is also the same time at which he wrote his narrative
genealogy, for the same purpose: reaffirming his claim to his county and rejecting
Philip's lordship.
In 1103 Fulk attempted to disinherit his eldest son Geoffrey in favor of his
younger son Fulk "the Younger." In reaction to this, Geoffrey rebelled against his
father, eventually forcing Fulk Rechin to recognize him as co-count. Unfortunately
the details of family feud are difficult to discover because little evidence survives.
Only four charters survive from 1103 to Geoffrey's death in 1105. All are witnessed
by both Fulk Rechin and Geoffrey as co.counts, but none offer any other information
about the struggle for power. 27
After the death of his eldest son in 1105, Fulk reconciles with the king and his
former wife, and he enters the final period of his life. He follows tradition and makes
several donations to monasteries shortly before his death. Most notably, in 1109, he
recognized all the customs and rights of the Abbey ofTrinite de Vendome. 28 His
presence as the sole member of his family to witness the charter is understandable
23
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considering this was probably a death bequest and he was insuring that his affairs
were in order before it was too late.
The number of charters that have survived from those issued during Fulk
Rechin's reign as Count of Anjou can only be a small fraction of what must have
once been a large body of evidence. Nevertheless what remains is important and
reveals much about the world around Fulk. His charters are witnessed by over two
hundred separate individuals. (For a comprehensive list of witnesses who appear
with Fulk see Appendix B.) Of these witnesses, 12% are clergy, 88% are men from
the nobility, and less than 1% are women. The majority of witnesses only appear
once, however a few have multiple occurrences, most notably Robert the Burgundian,
who appears in six separate charters and is only surpassed by Fulk's eldest son
Geoffrey, who appears in seven. In all only 5% of men appear in more than one
charter. Such a long list of men, who only appear once in a charter, indicates a loose
entourage or movement in and around the Angevin court. Only four of Fulk's
relatives appear in any charters: two of his wives, Ermengard and Osanna, and his
sons, Geoffrey and Fulk the Younger. Why neither of his other two wives, his
daughters Elizabeth and Ermengard, or their husbands never appear in the charter
evidence remains a mystery. It cannot be argued that they never witnessed any of
Fulk's charters, only that if they did those charters have been lost to time and their
voices are no longer heard. In the case of his daughters, both were married away
from the court so it is possible that they were not present in Anjou and, therefore,
could not help witness any of his charters.
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Given the particular circwnstances,Fulk may have been very selective about
which family members he included in his charters. Only two of his wives are
specifically named as witnesses alongsideFulk, while a third is possibly alluded to.
(For a comprehensive witness list of those persons who appear in charters issued by
Fulk with one of his wives see Appendix B Table 4.) Furthermore these women only
appear in acts written early in Fulk's reign. His first wife, Ermengard, appears with
Fulk in 1067 or 1068 in a charter in which they give two tracts of land to the Abbey
of Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d' Angers for the redemption of the souls ofFulk's
father, mother and uncle. 29 Sometime after the death of his first wife, Ermengard,
after 1067 but before 1070, Fulk appears with his second wife, Osanna, in a charter
dictating the terms by which Herluin holds the town of Semmur from the Abbey of la
Trinitie de Vendome. 30 Osanna's presence in this charter is unusual. Perhaps she was
related to Herluin, however, the charter gives no clue to such a relationship, so it is
impossible to know for certain.
There is only one original charter in which a wife ofFulk's is mentioned.
Dating roughly between 1067-1106, this charter docwnents a gift to Marmoutier for
the souls ofFulk and his wife, unfortunately, he it does not name her and she does not
witness the docwnent indicating that while it was being done for her benefit, she was
probably not present to witness it.31 It is impossible to know for certain which of
Fulk's many wives this charter was referring. Fulk's first wife had died sometime
after 1067 but before 1070, and I believe that he is referring to Ermengard here. If he
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is referring to his first wife, it is likely that he made this gift immediately after her
death as family members frequently gave such grants so that prayers would be said.
Yet the charter makes no mention of either her death or a funeral office being
performed. Unfortunately, by 1106 Fulk had been married several times and without
the name of a specific wife or more information it is difficult to be certain. This
charter is witnessed primarily by secular men. Curiously Fulk, does not sign the
charter himself, even though it clearly is his donation as he begins by saying "I Fulk"
in the first few lines. 32 His absence is odd but not unusual. Some ofFulk's charters
have no witnesses named at all. All of the charters, naming women with the possible
exception ofthe previous charter were issued before Fulk's eldest son, Geoffrey, was
old enough to appear as a witness. Perhaps once Geoffrey was old enough, he took
over the familial duties once performed by Fulk's wives in charters that required a
familial presence. However, it is impossible to know for certain because of the small
number of original charters that have survived from Fulk's reign.
As mentioned in chapter one, Fulk had two sons who survived into adulthood,
Geoffrey and Fulk the Younger. (For a comprehensive list ofthose persons who
appeared in charters with Fulk and one or both of his sons see Appendix B Tables 2
and 3.) Both of his sons do appear in charters with their father. The earliest charter
in which Fulk appears with Geoffrey, his eldest son, is around 1070, and Geoffrey
continues to appear with his father until his early death in 1105. As the heir apparent
to the County ofAnjou, it is unsurprising that Geoffrey should appear far more often
in the charter evidence than his brother Fulk the Younger who, was not even born
until 1090 or 1091.
32
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Around 1070 Geoffrey appears with his father for the first time as a witness in
a charter. In this charter Fulk recognizes that Marcorard, nephew of Renard de
Dalmeriaco, has given up his claim to property held by Saint-Aubin. 33 The presence
of Geoffrey in this charter indicates that Fulk was beginning to prepare his young son
to become count. Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell exactly how old Geoffrey
was at this time as the date of his birth is unknown, though, he probably was around
ten years old.
In 1095 Geoffrey appears as a witness to a grant of a forest to the Abbey of
Saint-Serge and Saint-Bach d'Angers "on the counsel of his son, Geoffrey
[Martel]."34 Because F_ulk is supporting his son it is only natural that Geoffrey should
have appeared to see the gift given. As the oldest son and heir apparent to the county,
Geoffrey was also the most desirable person in the family to witness a prominent gift.
Presumably, he was present to affirm that when Geoffrey becomes count he will not
contest the gift. Such disputes over gifts made by relatives were frequent after their
death, and so having the heir witness the grant gave some assurance that such
problems could, at least in theory, be avoided. Sometime between 1067 and 1082
Fulk recognized the rights of Saint Aubin, and Geoffrey appeared along with several
other witnesses from Fulk's court. 35 Again, in 1103 Geoffrey appears with Fulk in a
charter in which Saint Aubin abandons certain customs first granted to the monks by
Fulk Nerra and later by Geoffrey Martel. 36 It is interesting to note that it was the
monastery and not Fulk and Geoffrey who initiated this charter. The monastery is
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essentially using this charter to remind them of their familial obligation to uphold
rights and customs granted by their ancestors.
In one case Fulk and Geoffrey appear together as witnesses. Between 10901106 a charter was issued forcing Haimeric to quit his claim to property given to
Saint Aubin by his wife's mother. 37 Fulk insures that Haimeric agrees to allow his
mother-in-law's gift, denying him the possibility of inheriting it later. Fulk appears
first in the witness list as count and is then followed by Geoffrey his son, who by this
time was probably acting as co-count alongside his father. It should be noted,
however, that the cartulary copy does not grant him the title of count but rather
merely identifies him as Fulk's son. No other family members were present and none
seem needed, as this transaction did not concern Fulk's family directly. Because both
Hameric's wife and his mother-in-law are mentioned in the act they are both listed as
being present during the transaction, though neither are named in the witness list.
In most of the above charters, Fulk was the issuer of the act, however
Geoffrey appears in other types of charters as well. Geoffrey is present with his
father in 1098 in a charter witnessing the settlement of a dispute between the abbeys
of Saint Nicholas and Saint Aubin regarding the property rights of Saint Aubin.38
This is an extremely long charter in which Fulk plays the dominant role in negotiating
a settlement between the two abbeys. Not surprisingly, such an important charter
comes with a long witness list. Some sixty-six men are listed as witnesses and the
charter indicates that there were many who were present but not listed. Of those
listed, the vast majority of men were from the two religious institutions, however,
37
38
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many are also secular men connected with Fulk Rechin's court. The most important
of these are Geoffrey and Robert the Burgundian. Geoffrey was again present as heir
presumptive, and his presence is more evidence ofFulk's grooming for him to take
over the county.
By 1105 Fulk and Geoffrey appear together, presumably as co-counts, though
neither is given a title in the witness list, in a charter documenting the entrance of
Guillaume de Huille into Saint Aubin, in which Guillaume gave up all of his
possessions.39 Presumably Fulk and Geoffrey are acting as lords agreeing to
Guillaume's entrance into the monastery; however their motives are never explicitly
stated. This is one of the last times Geoffrey was listed in a charter because he dies in
1105 and his younger brother, Fulk the Younger, takes his place as heir apparent.
On two occasions Geoffrey and Fulk the Younger appear with their father to
witness a charter. The first time is in 1104 when Fulk and his sons issue a charter
returning property to Saint Aubin. Both ofFulk's sons are present to signify that all
of them consent to the restoration and none of them will attempt to claim it as part of
their patrimony at a later date. Along with the witnesses for the Abbey and Fulk
Rechin both Geoffrey and Fulk the Younger present their own witness list. This
suggests that each man brought with him vassals or confidantes who were present to
witness that their lord sign the charter.40 The second time the three of them appear
together is in I 105 in a charter issued by Fulk's son Geoffrey.41 In this charter
Geoffrey is acting as co-count to repair the damage against Saint-Clement. In the
witness list, Fulk Rechin is listed ahead of his sons. Fulk the Younger's presence in
39
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this charter is puzzling unless he was somehow involved with the damage caused to
the monastery or else the monastery Abbey didn't trust Fulk and Geoffrey and wanted
Fulk the Younger to be present as added insurance against future damage. However,
as the charter does not say what was damaged or how the damage occurred it is
impossible to know for certain.
1107 marks the last time in the surviving charters, that Fulk appears with one
of his sons. Fulk the Younger is present along with Fulk Rechin to witness the gift of
Geoffrey de Brion to the monks of Brion. After the death of his elder brother in
1105, Fulk the Younger seems to have taken his place as heir apparent to the county,
and was now being groomed for the job by his father, just as Fulk Rechin had wanted
in 1103.42
It is important to understand the different goals of each type of document
when analyzing how a medieval person portrayed their family at any particular time
or place. Charter evidence presented above offers a very different perspective of
Fulk's family than the one presented in his narrative genealogy. When reconstructed
using the charters Fulk's family associations are vertically compressed only extending
back in time to Fulk Nerra (a maximum of three generations). Fulk usually limits
himself to naming only his parents generation and recognizing his children's
generation. The charter evidence is also much broader, horizontally. While the
narrative genealogy never mentions more than two people in a single generation, the
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charters name at least four people in Fulk's generation, three in his parent's
generation and two in his children's generation.
These different views ofFulk's family are entirely a consequence of the
different goals both types of evidence have at their core. The narrative genealogy is
primarily concerned with tracing Fulk's lineage to demonstrate that he is not
beholden to King Philip but rather independent of him. Because his family was
granted the right to Anjou by the ancestors ofCharlemagne. It is concerned with a
very particular past. The charter evidence on the other hand is more concerned with
those alive and present: making gifts to different religious houses for the souls of the
living (as well as the dead) and insuring that those gifts will be respected by future
generations. Fulk also used charters of gifts and bequests as a way of consolidating
his power when he was at war with his brother over control of the County of Anjou.
If these charters were our only evidence about Fulk's family consciousness, one
would learn only about those persons mentioned: namely his two sons and two of his
wives. Historians would know nothing about any of his other marriages, or that he
had at least two daughters who survived to adulthood.
Carelessly using only one type of evidence to reconstruct a medieval persons
family can create a distorted picture. Yet most of the scholarship on the medieval
aristocratic family has privileged either narrative genealogies or charters without
combining them. Admittedly the study of the aristocratic French medieval family has
only developed within the last half of the twentieth century. In particular historians in
France began to look at questions regarding the family and more closely toward the
end of the 1970' s. Of course the questions being asked have changed over time as
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new studies began to be published. The next chapter will examine the historiography
of both the aristocratic French medieval family as well as the place of women within
the family, and attempt to reconcile the different perspectives offered by narrative
genealogies and charters.
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CHAPTER4

FAMILIES OF THE PAST
Social history is founded on an interest in different social groups. Medieval
society is routinely divided into social groups based on class (aristocracy vs.
peasantry), location (rural vs. townfolk), and religious affiliation (clergy vs.
laypersons). Another way to look at medieval society is to divide it into separate but
interlocking family groups. The medieval family was one of the most important units
of medieval society. Medieval history cannot be understood without at least some
knowledge about how medieval families and persons within different families acted.
Only when the connection among families is recognized are some alliances and
actions understandable.
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first will explore the evolution of
the historical study of the medieval family. Medieval historians have moved from
general models to the studies of specific families in different regions at particular
times, and then to how women and others were viewed within the family. The second
section will look at the scholarship focused specifically on the County of Anjou. This
chapter will argue that much more scholarship needs to be done on both the family
and on Anjou for historians to fully understand the actions of the counts of Anjou and
their vassals during the eleventh- and twelfth-centuries.
The acceptance of social history in the mid-1960s allowed topics previously
thought outside of historical inquiry to enter into the mainstream of historical
scholarship. The study of family began to be recognized as a legitimate subject for
scholars to focus their attention. Medieval historians had been interested in the
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structure, composition and function of the medieval aristocratic family from the
1950's and 1960's because of the work of German scholars Karl Schmid and Karl
Werner. Karl Schmid looked at the structure of early medieval nobility, arguing that
families were raised to noble status by successive kings, effectively balancing the
power of the preexisting nobility. 1 Karl Werner saw the aristocratic family as an
important political unit, which Charlemagne and later kings of France relied upon to
provide political organization and military defense for the kingdom.2 Both Schmid
and Werner focused on the family as a unified political entity working its way up the
ranks of the nobility. They gave little attention to the position and the role women
and children played within the family. Schmid's and Werner's work was, however,
very important for beginning the debate about the role families played in the medieval
political system.
For the early and High Middle Ages, it was extremely difficult to study
ordinary families since they appeared in so few sources. For this reason the vast
majority of scholarship focused on the aristocracy. It was not until the late 1970's
that the aristocratic family in medieval France began to be studied as a subject in its
own right. Scholarship on the medieval family was inseparable from scholarship on
marriage and inheritance patterns and practices. Historians working on these subjects
in the late 1970s tried to create general models into which they placed all medieval
families. As scholarship on the noble family grew, more exceptions to these models
J Karl Schmid "The Structure of the Nobility in Earlier Middle Ages," The Medieval Nobility: Studies
on the Ruling Classes ofFrance and Germanyfrom the Sixth to the Twelfth Century, trans. Timothy
Retuter, (New York: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1978), 54-56.
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were found until it became almost impossible to create a useful general model of
medieval family construction.
The first medieval French historian to begin using a social historical approach
to the French aristocratic family was Georges Duby. Duby was influenced early in his
career by the Anna/es school.3 He even worked with Femand Braudel and Lucien
Febvre after he graduated from the Sorbonne, in 1953.4 This influence first
manifested itself in his study of the Maconnais where he developed the prototype for
all these written by French medievalists in the latter half of the twentieth century. It
was here that he first presented his early ideas on French family structure in a small
section of his massive study on the history of the Maconnais region first published in
1953.s He used primarily narrative genealogies and ecclesiastical treatises on the
subject of marriage to create his early views of family structure. These early views
and conclusions would influence all his later work on marriage, family structure and
women.
Duby returned to and expanded the ideas found in his study of the Maconnais
again when he began looking at family structure and the place of women within the
family in his seminar in the early 1970s. The first product of this seminar was a series
of lectures given at Johns Hopkins University in 1977 and published in 1978 as
Medieval Marriage: Two Models of Twelfth-Century France. As its title suggests,
2
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Medieval Marriage focused entirely on the marriage practices of the aristocracy in

twelfth-century France. Duby argued that by understanding the way the aristocracy
viewed marriage, it was possible to understand how they viewed their family
structure. He presented two models of marriage which he believed existed before the
twelfth century: "The lay model of marriage, created to safeguard the social order, and
the ecclesiastical model, created to safeguard the divine order.',., Duby saw these two
models agreeing in some areas. In both models, the couple formed the nucleus of the
household which was the basic unit of lay society. The two models required a public
ceremony to legitimize the union and to be able to control it, although the Church did
recognize clandestine unions under certain circumstances. By the twelfth century,
both models condemned abduction, a common way to obtain a bride in the early
Middle Ages, and adultery. Both models viewed the continuation of the family as the
main purpose of marriage. 7
According to Duby these models were in conflict about four other areas. First,
unmarried aristocratic "youths" refused to give upjoie, that is sex, which the Church
argued was a sin outside of marriage. 8 Second, in the twelfth century, the Church
began to argue that the mutual consent of the couple was both required and sufficient
to constitute a marriage. Thus, families could not contract binding marriage
agreements without the consent of the spouses themselves. Third, heads of
aristocratic families refused to give up authority over the choice of marital partner of
Georges Duby, Medieval Marriage: Two Models.from Twelfth-Century France, trans. Elborg Forster,
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 3.
7
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their sons and daughters. Families wished to be able to marry to consolidate family
power. Finally, married noble men did not wish to give up their right to repudiate
their wives. The Church viewed the latter two actions as crimes against the law of
God.9 It was during the twelfth century that these two models, according to Duby,
began to congeal and then merge, as the lay model gave way to the authority of the
ecclesiastical model.
The shift in the theory of marriage coincided with a shift of how aristocratic
families behaved in practice for Duby. Duby presented the medieval family as
moving from a cognatic family structure, one where children traced their lineage
through both their mother's and father's families, to an agnatic family structure,
where children only focused on their father's family. By the twelfth century, Duby
presented the French aristocracy as being entirely based on primogeniture, the first
born son inheriting all while all subsequent sons were expected to make their own
way in the world. 10 This argument is, however, directly contradicted by the case of
Fulk Rechin. Although Fulk did present male ancestors almost to exclusion in his
narrative genealogy they were all related to him through his mother, making the entire
claim to the county entirely dependent on his maternal line. In fact, Fulk Rechin
never even mentioned any member of his father's ancestors in any of his surviving
charters or in his narrative genealogy.
In Duby's construction of the aristocratic family, women appear as passive
objects passed from one man to another with no voice of their own. Once married a
second the number of youths in the twelfth century was quite high compared to married men. Duby,
Medieval Marriage, I I.
9
Duby, Medieval Marriage, 21.
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woman was lost to her natal family, the family into which she was born, but she was
never fully accepted by her affmal family, the family into which she married.11 Here
again Duby's model is contradicted by the case ofErmengard, Fulk Rechin's mother.
If she were indeed completely abandoned by her natal family once she was married,
surely her sons would have been as well. Instead, both of her sons move to her
brother's household when they are young and both eventually become the Count of
Anjou following the death of their maternal uncle. The models Duby presented in
Medieval Marriage sparked a debate about not only the nature of marriage but also

the nature of family in the Middle Ages. Upon further research these two models
proved to be too simplistic to encompass all medieval families and the way each
family arranged marriages and perceived their members.
Duby continued his exploration of the medieval family through marriage in his
next work The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making ofModern Marriage in
Medieval France. In this volume he expanded and refmed his earlier work. Looking

at the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries The Knight, the Lady and the Priest is a
much longer work, taking into account sources previously left out ofMedieval
Marriage. He expanded his sources by looking at marriage contracts found in the

archives of Burgundy, a list of penances written by Bishop Bourchard of Worms, the
letters of lvo of Chartes and even the stories of Chretien de Troyes.12 This work
redefines his two original marriage models by restructuring them into three: that of
the laity, that of the Church, and then the compromise between the two that eventually
10
11
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emerged during the twelfth century. This work also argued for an early shift of family
structure from partible inheritance to primogeniture, and from cognatic family
structure to agnatic family structure.13 He continued to focus on the marriages of the
kings of France, including that of King Philip I and Bertrade de Montfort, the former
wife of Fulk Rechin, because of the larger source base in which they appeared.
Because of this royal focus he oversimplified the differing marriage strategies of
individual aristocratic families. He simply did not recognize that these differing
strategies existed within the period he studied.
As Duby continued to focus on marriage models, he also tried to get at the
voices and experiences of women. The Knight, the Lady and the Priest unfortunately
did not fulfill this goal. While he did recognize that women had a role running the
household, they continued to appear as little more than passive objects passed from
father to husband. However, in his view these women, once passed to the husband
took on a new and extremely dangerous position within the household. Duby credits
this problem with the changing of family structure to an agnatic model focused on
primogeniture:
One of the results of this pruning of the family tree was
that women were more than ever subjugated by men,
and by the same token men were secretly more
frightened than ever of their wives. They dreaded the
woman might take some insidious revenge by way of
adultery or murder. Contemporary chronicles are full of
princes who were supposed to have been poisoned by
their wives ...We can imagine a knight of the eleventh
century lying trembling and suspicious in his bed every
night, beside Eve whose insatiable desire he may not be
Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making ofModern Marriage in Medieval
France, trans. Barbara Bray, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), xix.
13
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able to satisfy, who is certainly deceiving him, and who
may be plotting to smother him under the bed covers
while he sleeps. 14
If this were so, it is difficult to imagine why men in the eleventh century would marry
at all. While Fulk Rechin' s wife Bertrade did have an affair with King Philip I it is
extremely unlikely that Fulk laid awake at night afraid that one of his wives might
stab him in his sleep. Duby must have oversimplified this point from literary sources
because it is not present in any historical sources.
Duby lamented that he could not get at any actual voices of women, but heard
them only through the medium of men. 15 This work adds little to his earlier
formulations of marriage, family structure and female power. He also neglected to
mention that women do appear in the historical record. Women appear as actors and
witnesses in charters, a body of evidence which he did not explore directly in this
work.
Georges Duby's final publication on family and marriage was a volume of
essays originally published between 1967 and 1986. Love and Marriage in the
Middle Ages unfortunately added almost nothing new to the discussion of family and

marriage in the High Middle Ages. 16 He restated his marriage models giving them
new motivations:
There was the lay model, which, in this ruralized
society, where each unit was rooted in landed
inheritance, had the role of preserving through the
generations the continuity of a model of production. In
contrast, there was an ecclesiastical model whose
Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, l 06.
Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest, xx.
16
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timeless aim was to check the impulses of the flesh, that
is to say to repress evil by containing sexual excesses
within strict boundaries. 17
He did however expand on his thesis about the shift in family structure saying that the
shift from a cognatic, and therefore horizontal family memory, to an agnatic, vertical
family memory, occurred during the twelfth century, when men began to inherit from
father to son rather than receiving benefices for their lifetimes from a lord. That is,
· that the shift in family structure was related to feudal transformation. It was this
change to which Duby attributed the beginning of "genealogical awareness" for the
first time. 18 According to Duby it is possible to see this change in the documentary
evidence, "recent research in north-western France shows that after 1175 the number
of written agreements sealed by large family groups decreased and was compensated
for by an increase in documents sealed by couples." 19 In this entire volume this is
almost the only new argument. It is in fact present in his previous two works but here
it is explicitly stated rather than simply implied. Duby says that it is also the goal of
,
this volume "to find out what women were in those distant times.' 2o Again, however,
because he does not use sources like charters to find women acting or their own with
their own property, he is unsuccessful.
Duby's characterization of women as passive objects within the family reveals
his lack of knowledge of scholarship being published in the United States. In 1973,
even before Duby lectured at Johns Hopkins, Jo Ann McNamara and Suzanne
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Wemple published "The Power of Women Through the Family in Medieval Europe,
500-1100."21 McNamara and Wemple supported Duby's characteriz.ation of a
cognatic family structure for the early Middle Ages, but they did not support his idea
that, once married, women were lost to their natal families but were never full
members in their affinal families. According to McNamara and Wemple, this early
period saw a dramatic rise in the rights and power of women. The tenth century
appears as the "golden age" of the family. 22 They argued that the power of women
and that of noble families as a group began decline from the end of the eleventh
century through the twelfth-century due to the rise of a more centralized state. They
also argued that although women had lost power within their families in this period,
they were never fully excluded from family inheritance and continued to hold
property and maintain control over it. This was demonstrated most dramatically by
the case of Eleanor of Aquitaine. When she married the King of France, Louis VII,
she added the Duchy of Aquitaine to his realm almost doubling the lands under his
direct control. After she separated from Louis VII she brought the Aquitaine to her
second husband King Henry II of England, putting more land under his control on the
continent than Louis VII. After Henry II died, she returned again to Aquitaine and
ruled in her own right. Although she is a unique case, Eleanor's ability to transfer
large amounts of land from one husband to another, then rule herself, indicates that
women were not passive objects passed from man to man. Indeed, Louis VII tried
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unsuccessfully to prevent her marriage to Henry II, his biggest rival, who gained great
power and wealth as a reality of the marriage.
McNamara and Wemple argued that when a woman married and had children
she had to be counted as a member of at least two families and, further, it was by no
means inevitable that she would identify primarily with that of her husband. As a
wife or as a widow, she could administer projects that were conceived mutually with
her husband. However, she might as just as easily pursue her own ends or those of
her original family. 23 There is no reason to suspect that this characterization of
family membership greatly changed in the twelfth century, and in fact later
scholarship has demonstrated that it did not. McNamara and Wemple argued for an
increased role within the family for women during the early Middle Ages. They did
however, also support Duby' s idea that in the twelfth century families became more
focused on primogeniture, and women began to lose their status, though they never
became the passive possessions of men. This supposed diminishing of female power
can be seen in the case of Fulk Rechin's family: only two of his wives appear with
him in the surviving charters and only before Fulk's eldest son is old enough to
participate in these transactions, and none of his daughters appear in the charters at
all. However, because so little of the charter evidence survives it would be foolish to
conclude that all the women in Fulk's family were completely disinfranchised.
Wemple continued her work on the lives of women in the early Middle Ages
in Women in Frankish Society: Marriage and the Cloister 500-900. 24 While she was
23
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working on a much earlier time period than Duby she found no evidence of the
subordination of women in this period. Possibly reacting to Duby's arguments, she
noted that in arranged marriages, "women were not mere pawns in these interfamilial
alliances, but played an active part in promoting the interests of their own kin,
instilling in their children loyalty to the maternal side. "25 While Wemple showed
women in the early Middle Ages raised the status of their kin, this ability did not
diminish in the High Middle Ages. Rather the creation of an alliance between two
families through marriage was one of the primary functions of marriage in the later
period. It should be noted, however, that in this early period the women she
examined were usually of lower status than their husbands and helped raise their natal
family's position in society.26 In contrast, during the High Middle Ages daughters
were commonly married to men of a lower social standing, usually to their father's
vassals, to increase the vassals loyalty to his lord and now father-in-law. Such
marriages also functioned to raise the husband's family, and his children were
considered noble if their mother was, even if he was not.27 These marriages also
occurred in the earlier period, though not as frequently. 28
In 1988 a prominent French scholar, Dominique Barthelemy looked again at
the evidence for family construction and marriage in the High Middle Ages in France.
In his essay "Kinship" in A History ofPrivate Life: Revelations of the Medieval
World, the second volume in a series edited by Duby, Barthelemy supported Duby's
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findings that the structure of the aristocratic family shifted from a cognatic to an
agnatic structure during the High Middle Ages. By the thirteenth century, husbands
were required to give their wives a dower to provide for their livelihood should the
husband die.29 This practice demonstrated that by this later period primogeniture was
the inheritance custom of medieval France, and supported an argument for an agnatic
family structure at this time. This same argument can also be found in Barthelemy's
later study on the Vendome, in which he used marriage contracts and charters as well
as ecclesiastical tracts as his evidence.30 However, Barthelemy took issue with
Duby's portrayal of the influence_and eventual domination of the Church over
aristocratic marriage in the twelfth century:
Prior to the thirteenth century the Church's attempts
to influence the marriage practices of the aristocracy
appear to have been superficial and ambiguous.
The presence of the priest did little to change the
meaning of the marriage ritual.31
Barthelemy argued that aristocratic men were willing to agree to no longer repudiate
their wives because of the Church's new canons regarding incest. The eleventh
century Church generally held marriage between a man and a woman related within
seven degrees to be incestuous. By the twelfth century, the entire aristocracy of
France was so interrelated that finding a religiously suitable marriage partner was
almost impossible. It was extremely common for marriages to take place with the full
knowledge of both parties as to their relation. If one wished to break the match, all
29
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the couple had to do was to "discover" their relation and the couple could divorce. 32
lbis was the justification given for separation of Louis VII and Eleanor of Aquitaine,
after many years of marriage and the birth of at least two daughters. Obtaining a
separation for this reason became so common that the Church changed the forbidden
degrees from seven to four at the fourth Lateran Council in 1215.33 The idea that the
Church did not control how the aristocracy married was a major indictment of Duby's
model because his entire argument. was based on the idea that by the twelfth century
ecclesiastical model had become dominant.
In the late 1980's and early 1990's historical scholarship on the aristocratic
family slowed as many historians turned their attention to the lower classes in the
later Middle Ages. In the late 1990's a few American scholars began to once again
take a fresh look at the aristocratic medieval family. In 1998 Constance Brittain
Bouchard looked at the way medieval families constructed themselves and their
marriage practices in her Strong ofBody, Brave and Noble: Chivalry and Society in
Medieval France. Bouchard looked at the same region as Duby, Burgundy and the

Maconais, and argued for different marriage models:
There were at least three different versions of suitable
marriage: the romantic one of the union of true lovers,
the politically, socially and economically expedient one
of the union of allies, and the ecclesiastically correct
one of sacramental marriage only with non-relatives.34
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Unlike those proposed by Duby, these models were flexible enough to account for
many of the actions of aristocratic families. By looking at Burgundy, Bouchard used
the same evidentiary base as Duby, however, she was able to see and hear female
voices where Duby was not.
Constance Brittain Bouchard's most recent work "Those ofMy Blood"
Constructing Noble Families in Medieval Francia. In this work she argues that each

individual "constructed" their family by deciding "to whom he or she was related by
blood."35 lbis blood relation would determine who a person could count on for aid
and assistance. Bouchard does not support Duby's thesis that there was a dramatic
shift in family consciousness from a cognatic to an agnatic structure. Rather she
argues that medieval aristocratic families always emphasized the male line, but it was
not until the eleventh- or twelfth- centuries that most families were able to
successfully establish regular father-son inheritance. According to Bouchard, this
does not mean that families excluded their female members from full participation in
the family. Especially if a wife came from a much more prestigious noble family than
her husband, her family was always given more attention.36 Bouchard sees no
marginalization of women in the High Middle Ages, rather she portrays them as
valuable members of both their natal and affinal families.
Bouchard was not the only scholar who found women playing a more active
role in the aristocratic family. Around the same time, Amy Livingstone examined at
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the place of aristocratic women within the family.37 Based on charter evidence from
the Blois-Chartres region, she also disagreed with Duby's purposed shift in family
structure in the twelfth century:
Contrary to what other scholars have suggested, the
Chartrain evidence does not reflect a grand, wholesale
change from extended, horizontal kinship to a pattern
that was closed and patrilineal and one that favored
primogeniture and impartible inheritance.38
She pointed to the Freteval family as one who continued to allow their daughters to
inherit family property even though they had been married and given a dowry.39
Livingstone argued that family strategies of kinship and inheritance were never as
structured as scholars like Duby have suggested. Rather their actions and strategies
have changed from generation to generation depending on family circumstances.40
Livingstone's approach focused entirely on the charters of a specific region, but she
did not attempt to cover all of France in a few models generated from the evidence of
a small region, which is the major problem in Duby's work.
While French scholars generally have followed Duby because of his reputation
trying to account for the marriage practices of all of medieval France, this emphasis of
specific case studies of noble families may be seen as a distinctive American
contribution to medieval French history. Recently, a group of American historians
published Aristocratic Women in Medieval France, a collection of essays using this
approach. They focused on the role women played not only in the family but also in
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politics within specific regions. This work directly countered Duby's argument that
women were solely confined to the role of mother or wife. Together these articles
argue that "it is no longer possible to depict well-born women as powerless in
medieval society, marginalized by purported changes in family structure and growing
,
public powers exercised by territorial princes.' 4 1 Furthermore they argue that families
in these regions viewed themselves as cognatic in structure well into the thirteenth
century.42 The power of women within the family differed according to time, region
and familial circumstances but they were never the passive objects that Duby depicted
them to be. Individually these articles contributed to the scholarship of each region
discussed, the Chartrain, the county of Champagne, Flanders and the Occitania. As a
whole this volume is more important than the sum of its parts because it recognized
that the position of noble women must be analyzed within their region, but also
present them in a comparative context.
The scholarship on the French aristocratic family and the position of women
within the family has now commanded the attention of scholars for more than thirty
years. Over that time it has moved from an universal view to one which recognizes
the necessity of analyzing the actions of individual families within the specific
circumstances they found themselves. While current scholarship has begun to
recognize the need for more focused study, many regions of France still need to be
studied. All of the historians discussed so far have either tried to create general
models of the medieval family applicable to all aristocratic families in medieval
Kimberly A. LoPrete and Theodore Evergates eds., Aristocratic Women in Medieval France,
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 4.
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France or focused on specific regions to demonstrate how the families there were
exceptions to the general models. While my study looks at the family of one specific
Angevin count, no specific study on the family dynastic policies of all the Counts of
Anjou has ever been completed. Furthermore, all of the previous work that has been
done on the county of Anjou has focused on the political and economic history of its
counts and a few important vassals. A study of the Angevin family will increase our
understanding of their political actions and those taken by noble families as well as
bring aristocratic women, who have usually been left out of their political studies,
back into the history of Anjou. I intend this thesis to start this discussion with the
county of Anjou by focusing around the end of the eleventh-century and beginning of
the twelfth-century.
While there has yet to be a social history of the counts of Anjou, a detailed
political and military history of the county was completed by Oliver Guillot in 1972. 43
This study provides the foundation for all recent scholarship of Anjou. Guillot's work
is primarily apolitical in the history of the counts of Anjou and their immediate
doinain. He does discuss some of the counts' marriages but always in the context of
their political ramifications.44 He never discusses or attempts to reconstruct what role
women played within the Angevin family. Another important study of the county was
Bernard Bachrach's Fulk Nerra, the Neo-Roman Consul, a political biography
covering the life of one of the most important counts in the rise of Anjou as a political
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power.45 Bachrach argues that by building castles to secure his lines of
communication between his main centers ofpower (Angers, Ambroise, Loches and
Vendome), Fulk Nerra was able to create an easily defensible state and gain control of
lands within the frontiers.46 This study also ignores women.
Bachrach has studied the county ofAnjou for the majority ofhis career. In
1995, he published State-Building in Medieval France a compilation ofa series of
articles written between 1976 and 1990.47 Ofthe twelve articles in the volume two
discuss using prosopographical method to determine the origins ofCountess Gerberga
wife ofFulk the Good (c. 942-960) and the family ofViscount Fulk ofAngers.48 One
article argues that, contrary to the past scholarship on the Fragmentum historia
andegevensis, which scholars have argued invented a mythological ancestor ofthe

counts ofAnjou, it was in fact probably accurate and based on a number ofsources,
that have not survived to the present.49 It is known that while Fulk specifically says
that he is using only what his uncle told him to construct his narrative genealogy, he
also had access to numerous genealogical tables which demonstrated in great detail to
whom he was related to by blood. It is unlikely that he could use these tables to end a
marriage but not use them, even ifhe did it unconsciously, when he was composing
45
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his narrative genealogy. As with his biographical study of Fulk Nerra, Bachrach
looks primarily at political and economic issues within the county. The only instance
where Bachrach looked at family dynastic policy in an extremely limited way was in
his article on the origins of Countess Gerberga. There he concluded that if she were a
member of the Nameguts, an aristocratic family from Burgundy, it would help explain
why her son Guy became the Bishop of Le Puy rather than being established within a
bishopric in Anjou. The Carolingian ancestry of her family also helps explain why
her daughter and granddaughter were considered appropriate choices to marry kings.so
While Bachrach does an excellent job of explaining the political atmosphere in Fulk
Nerra's court he unfortunately does not provide much information on the social world
of the family of the Counts of Anjou, or on how relations within the family effected
their decisions.
The most recent exploration of the political history of the Counts of Anjou is
W. Scott Jessee's Robert the Burgundian and the Counts ofAnjou. This study, by a
student of Bachrach, focuses on the political life of Robert the Burgundian, 10251098, a dominus of the Counts of Anj'ou. 51 Jessee argues that, "biographical studies
similar to Bachrach's work on Fulk Nerra but focusing on individual domini would do
much to illuminate this crucial period in Angevin history."52 Robert the Burgundian
was just such a study. Closely following the biographical model used by Bachrach,
Jessee gives a detailed account of the political life of Robert focusing primarily on his
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relations with the Counts of Anjou. Jessee unfortunately ignores Robert's family. He
only discusses his family origins briefly in the first chapter, mentioning that Robert
gains his entrance into the court of the Count through the patronage of Countess
Agnes of Anjou his great-aunt. After this brief mention, Jessee focuses on the
political relations with the Count rather than his family connections. sJ The absence of
discussion about Robert's family connections was the primary failing of this work.
Surely Robert had some relations with both his natal and affinal families.
Furthermore, he marries Advisa ''the white" the heiress to the important lordship of
Sable. These relationships were completely ignored by Jessee as he tried to
reconstruct Robert's political life.54
Over time, the county of Anjou became connected with the other counties
surrounding it through marriage and military conquest. Annaliste inspired theses
produced for these regions can provide some useful comparative information for the
county of Anjou. Bruno Lemesle's study of the aristocracy of Maine demonstrates
that aristocratic families of both countries were interconnected through marriage as
well as feudal oaths. 55 Dominique Barthelemy explores the relations between the
aristocracies of Anjou and the Vendome. Although he focuses on the slow change in
family structure, contrasting it with Duby's "feudal revolution," he does note that
families frequently held lands in both Anjou and Vendome.56 For example, in one
52
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charter recorded in a cartulary of the La Trinite de Vendome, a husband gives his wife
lands in Anjou as her dower, although it was clear that the seat of his power was in
the Vendome. 57 Using these theses can help fill in missing information about the
history of Anjou, until a regional theses is written for the county which supercedes
Guillot's political study of the counts.
Other more recent studies have been done on regions around the county of
Anjou. Specifically the county of Maine has recently received scholarly attention in
the new book Lordship in the County ofMaine, c. 890-1160 by Richard E. Barton.58
Barton did not attempt to create a broad regional study of the same type as those
studies on the Vendomois and Maconnais, rather he pursued the single theme of
lordship in and around the county of Maine. 59 He succeeded admirably in this goal,
however, he like so many other historians, ignored half the population in his
consideration of lordship. Never once does he discuss a single case or even the
possibility of female lordship. While women acting as lords were extremely rare they
did perform the function of lords, especially when administrating the county during
their husband's absence on crusades or at war elsewhere in France. Barton only
discusses women in the context of moderating disputes and having the power to
influence peaceful resolution to disputes.60
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Current scholarship on the County of Anjou has been confined solely to the
political and economic activities of the Counts and a few of their vassals. This has
created a county that was populated only by a few important men. By studying family
relations, a more complete picture will emerge in which women and members of the
lower aristocracy have a place. Some of this work has already begun. As Amy
Livingstone says of the aristocracy of Blois-Chartres,
The behaviors of the families indicate that kinship and
inheritance strategies were not as fixed or general as
scholars have described family mechanisms changed
from generation to generation according to the families
current concerns and access to power and property. 61
By studying individual family practices of inheritance and marriage we will be able to
better understand the position of women within family as well as relations between
families.
Only by studying the ideas of family held by specific families in the county of
Anjou will it be possible to understand all the political and economic maneuvering
done by their members during the High Middle Ages. My study begins to fill this gap
in the historical scholarship of Anjou by exploring how Fulk Rechin represented his
family over time and in particular circumstances. The final chapter will consider why
Fulk presented his family in different ways for different purposes as well as how some
historians have misinterpreted Fulk's representations.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
Toward the end of his career, Georges Duby, one of the greatest French
medievalists in the latter half of the twentieth century turned his attention to women
of the Middle Ages. He lamented however that he could not actually get at the voices
of women but was forced by the available sources themselves to study them through
the eyes of medieval men:
All the evidence about medieval women is deformed and
distorted. We virtually never hear a woman speak in her
own voice. All we have is men talking about women, and
mostly men of the Church who, in theory, should have
shunned women's company. For us medieval women have
neither faces nor bodies. The best the medievalist can hope
to achieve is to find out what priests and monks thought
about women. 1
One of the first cases Duby looked at to argue both for the silence of women in the
sources and the place of women in the family is Fulk Rechin's narrative genealogy.2
This is unfortunate because this document was intended to provide documentation
asserting that Fulk Rechin controlled the County of Anjou through a birthright given
to his mother's family from the family of Charlemagne and therefore did not owe any
allegiance to the current King. Fulk Rechin was not trying to provide information
about the construction of his family or the role played by any members, male or
female, of his family.

Georges Duby, History Continues, trans. Arthur Goldhammer, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1994), 127-128.
2
Georges Duby, "French Genealogical Literature: The Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries," in The
Chivalrous Society, trans. Cynthia Postan, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977) 153-154.
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The family of Fulk Rechin is as complicated as any modem family involving
several marriages. These marriages were mostly political, strengthening his position
as count and adding to the territory he controlled. It is true that some members of
Fulk's family, especially the women, are very difficult to see in the sources. Fulk
mentions mostly maternal ancestors in his narrative genealogy, all of whom were dead
by the time it was written. To view the narrative genealogy, his memorial, as a
complete representation of his family would be folly. Fulk was not trying to create a
document designed to designate his kin, rather he was creating a political document
designed to support his act of disobedience to his king who he felt had wronged him
by stealing his wife (regardless of whether or not she wanted to be stolen). By
comparing his memorial with the charters in which Fulk participated, we can see that
Fulk had a broader view of his family than that presented in this narrative genealogy
in 1096. At least two of his wives appeared with him in donation charters, and he
regularly included his eldest son and presumptive heir when important charters were
being witnessed.3 The absence of his other children in witness lists suggests that they
were thought unnecessary for such transactions and that they were not present during
negotiations. However, such an absence does not prove that Fulk did not consider
them family members, especially as many charters have been lost to time.
Although the women in Fulk's life, his wives and daughters, rarely appear in
the sources that survive, Fulk certainly did not seek to remove them from his family.
He found his daughter Ennengard a good marriage and, when it failed, he provided

3

For a detailed accounting of who appeared in each charter with Fulk Rechin see Appendix B Witness
List.
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her with another.4 Although he seems to have regularly ended his marriages in favor
of making a more politically important alliance, he included his wives, as seen by the
appearance of two of his wives in the charters, as part of his family while they
remained married. It was on the grounds of his familial relationship to Bertrade and
Philip I that he argued against their marriage, rather than raise the equally damaging
charge of bigamy. Fulk himself was serially married and is even accused of bigamy
by Georges Duby. 5 Fulk recognized that it was only through such familial
connections that he could maintain his hold on the County of Anjou and only by
continuing to assert them could he ensure that the county would be held by his
descendents. The narrative genealogy is one such assertion.
When looking at Fulk Rechin's Fragmentum andegevensis historiae, Duby
took the document to be of the same type as those produced in the later twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. The narrative genealogies produced in the later Middle Ages had
evolved into distinct genre which did in fact attempt to demonstrate as many
connections among the members of the principal family and other noble and royal
families as possible. Duby mistakenly identified Fulk's narrative genealogy with
those produced in the later period, and failed to recognize and interpret the
differences. Fulk, writing at the end of the eleventh century, had no intention of
following this later model and in fact would not have even recognized it.
The scholarship on the medieval family and medieval women is extensive and
ever growing. This thesis suggests contextualizing narrative genealogies using
Olivier Guillot, Le Comte d'Anjou et son Entourage au xie Siecle, vol 1, (Paris: Editions A. & J.
Picard, 1972), 116, 122.
5
Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making ofModern Marriage in Medieval
4
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charters, which provide a different view of the medieval aristocratic family. As the
great differences in the four narrative genealogies I have examined show, medieval
aristocratic families in the eleventh and twelfth century did not have a shared concept
of family. While models such as "patrilineage" do seem to provide an easy way to
explain the workings of some families, they often fail when the medieval aristocratic
families are considered as interlocking units. Duby's two models (or three models)
have proven over time to be too simplistic to explain the actions of medieval French
aristocratic families.6 There are simply too many exceptions to the models he has laid
out as have been discovered by American historians. Constance Britain Bouchard is
one of the most notable American historians to have studied the medieval French
aristocratic family. She has also proposed three models of medieval marriage. While
her models are more nuanced than Duby' s, she also demonstrated that placing
medieval aristocratic families into sweeping categories is useful only to a very limited
degree. 7 Each family needs to be seen within its own region and particular
circumstance. 8 This raises the question of whether general models are useful for
anything other than the most cursory discussion of the medieval family. Thesis
suggests that they are not useful beyond a general discussion.
Medievalist historians are exploring the family and the position of medieval
France, trans. Barbara Bray, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983.
6
See Georges Duby, Medieval Marriage: Two Modelsfrom Twelfth-Century France, trans. Elborg
Forster, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978). And Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the
Priest.
7
See Constance Brittain Bouchard, Strong ofBody, Brave and Noble: Chivalry and Society in
Medieval France, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998). Constance Brittain Bouchard, "Those ofMy
Blood" Constructing Noble Families in Medieval Franca, (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania
Press, 200 l ).
8
Amy Livingstone, "Kith and Kin: Kinship and Family Structure of the Nobility of Eleventh- and
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women within it. Many have concluded that, while the power of women within the
family may have changed over time, they were never completely excluded from
power either. For example, looking at the region around Montpellier, Elizabeth
Haluska-Rausch sees three distinct periods of female power between 985 and 1213.9
She argues that beginning sometime before the year 1000 through 1120 women
exercised substantial power both within the aristocratic family, receiving guardianship
over their husbands children upon his death, and within the "public sphere,"
appearing as witnesses along side their husbands and adult sons in donation charters
on a consistent basis. The period between 1120 and 1170 Haluska-Rausch dubs a
''transitional period." During this period, women begin to appear less and less as
witnesses to their husband's and adult son's charters and were less likely to be given
the guardianship of their deceased husband's children. These children more often
were put under the protection of male relatives, just as Fulk and his brother were
raised by their maternal uncle. Finally in the period between 1170 and 1213 women
have the least amount of power compared to their predecessors. Women were no
longer being given dowries in immovable property and, seem to give fewer gifts of
land to ecclesiastical institutions in the area. They also rarely appeared with their
husbands and adult sons in charters, demonstrating that their presence was no longer
necessary or that local custom had changed to exclude them. Women in this period
almost never acted as guardians of their husband's children upon his death; instead

9

Elizabeth Haluska-Rausch, "Family, Property and Power: Women in Medieval Montpellier." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Harvard University, 1998. Elizabeth Haluska Rausch, "Transformations in the Powers of
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these children were placed under the protection of adult male relatives. However,
even at this point, women still played an important role, such as running the
household and raising her children. 10 This model may work for the county of Anjou
however, much more study needs to be done to more fully understand the power of
women in this particular county. Regional studies like this one are proving to be
more useful for our understanding of the position of women and the medieval French
aristocratic family.
As can clearly be seen in the analysis of the narrative genealogies and the
surviving charters, neither type of evidence is sufficient to reconstruct Fulk Rechin's
family or his ideas about it. The creation ofFulk's narrative genealogy was informed
by the political situation in which it was written. As a result, it actually has very little
to tell modem historians about who Fulk considered members of his family. The
unusual structure of his narrative genealogy is demonstrated by the other narrative
genealogies examined in chapter two. Unlike Fulk Rechin's memorial, other
narrative genealogies are more inclusive, naming as many persons as possible, given
the information their writers had. Fulk, in contrast, is extremely exclusive including
only those necessary to his cause and excluding all others, even if he knew them
personally.
The surviving charter evidence is also determined by the political situation in
which it was created. However, given the number of charters that have been lost it
must be noted that they provide only limited evidence. These charters allow modem
historians to understand who regularly appeared in Fulk's entourage, and which
10
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family members frequently participated in some important events. Still, only three
women are ever specifically named in his charters and all of them appear in his early
career making them less than 1 % of all the people who witnessed Fulk Rechin's
charters. 11 While clergy form only 12% of the total persons who witnessed Fulk's
charters. The remaining 88% are laymen some identified as knights (milites) but all
certainly from the nobility. Of the number of persons who appear to witness one
charter, only 5% appear in more than one charter, suggests that Fulk's court was
continually changing with people coming and growing at frequent intervals. While
charter survival is erratic they still provide the best evidence for the movement and
position of persons, both family members and other important nobles, at court.
Much more work needs to be done on the French aristocratic family before
scholars can really understand it. While general models have been a foundation the
majority of the work that needs to be done now is to explore diverse family units,
throughout the entire Middle Ages, in different regions of France and among different
social groups. This study demonstrates that the Fragmentum histoirae andegevensis
can no longer continue to be used in isolation, as past historians have used it, to
reconstruct the "family" of Fulk Rechin. Rather, any historical explanations must
explore all evidence, narrative genealogies, charters, and anything else available, as
moments in which Fulk constructed his family in different ways for different
proposes.
Some of the most useful work that still remains to be done would be a social
history of the county of Anjou examining both the family of the counts as well as their
11

For a breakdown for all the witnesses to Fulk's charters see Appendix B.
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interaction with their vassals, and lord's families in the surrounding counties. Such a
study would provide an important and necessary supplement to the political and
military studies already completed by Bernard Bachrach and W. Scott Jessee. These
studies while examining the lives of two important figures in the history of Anjou,
Fulk Nerra and Robert the Bergundian, however they fail to consider the familial and
social influences that informed their actions. As this study has shown, a social history
of the county of Anjou is badly needed.
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Table 1
Fulk Rechin's Family

Fulk Nerra
�ffi'ey Martell
Agnes ofAcquitaire

= �ffi'ey C. ofGainais

�ffrey the Bearoed

(2) Orenp ofOiatelailloo

=

-

00

Hildegant

= Guy llilffi'ey ofAcquitaire

�!Irey

Ennengant

FulkRechin
=(I) Ennengant of Biourlm
= (3) DaughttT ofthe Cowi ofBrienne?

Ennengant

= (I) Wtlliam IX ofAcquitain::

= (2) Alian IV Fergent ofBrittany

=

Elizabe1h
Huges II ofAmbroise

(4) Bertrade ofMontfort

Fulk the Younger

= (I) Ennenlxnug of Maire

= (2) Melisande ofJerusalem

I

�ffi'ey le Bell

= Matilda ofFnglam

I

Henery n
King ofEoglam
= Elerxr ofAcquitaire

Table 2
Fragmentum Historiae Andegavensis
Ingeler
d. after 877
Fulk the Red
d.942
Fulk the Good
d.960

00
N

Geoffrey Grisegonelle
d.987
Fulk Nerra
d. 1040
Geoffrey Martel
d. 1060

Errnengard = Geoffrey of Chanteau

Geoffrey the Bearded
deposed 1068

Fulk Rechin
d. I 109

Table 3
Genealogia Comitum Buloniensium
())Primas

I

(2)Faramundus

Unnamed SibliDI!

(3)Cladio

I
I
I

(4) Merove<:us
(5) Hildricum
(6) Cloduvenwn I Ludovicus
Brothen

(7) Lotharius
00
v.)

(8) Fredegunde =

Hilpericum

(9) Lothar the Great

(9) Blithidus

I

I
(IO)Arnold
I

(I 0) Dagohertum

(12) Lotharius

(11)Clodoveum

Sigemertum

Hildricum

Theodericum

(13) Clodvewn

• Numbers in parenthesis indicate generation number.

Brothers
= asberto

(11) Amulfum
(12) Aystulfum

Bishop ofMetcmsum

Qualchisum / Clodufum

Ansigisum

Hilderbenwn

(13) Pepin Sr.

(14) Dasobertus the Younse.-

(14) Charles Martel

( I 5) Lotharius

(15) Pepin
Kins

Dux

Dux

I

(16) Charlemape

Table 3 Continued
Genealogia Comitum Buloniensium
(16) Charlemagne

I

(17) Ludovicum
(18)Charles

Calvum

I

Lotharius

Ludovicum

(19)Ludovicum
(20)Charles the Simple

�

Carloman

(21) Gerberga = Ludovicwn
(22)Lothar
King
(23) Lodovicus the Younger

Charles
Dux
Eremganlem

Gerberam

(24) Albertus
Count of Namuco

Hemy senior ofBuresella

I

(25) Albertum Henery
ColBlt of Dwboico

Lambertus

Henry

Matilda

(26) !dam =
(28) Eustachium

= Eustuce of Bolonia

Eustachim

Lanibertum

Godridum
Dulce ofLotharia

Baldwin
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Key to Charters on Witness List
Charter

Date

Description

CSAA-7

1067-1070

Gift to Saint-Aubin d'Angers by Geoffrey Martell
ratified by Fulk Rechin.

CSAA-8

1087

Gift to Saint Aubin d'Angers by Fulk Rechin.

CSAA-31

1082

Charter docwnenting the election of Abbot Girardi at
Saint Aubin d'Angers.

CSAA-70

1060-1067

Charter docwnenting the return of property held by
Countess Hildegard Countess Anges, Fulk's great-aunt
and Aunt, by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers.

CSAA-108

1098

Settlement of a dispute between the Abbey of SaintAubin d'Angers and Saint-Nicholis regarding the rights
and property held by Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

CSAA-111

1104

Charter docwnenting the return of property to the Abbey
of Saint Aubin d'Angers by Fulk and his sons.

CSAA-181

1067-1109

Charter docwnenting the reconciliation of a dispute
between Saint-Aubin d' Angers and Saint Maur.

CSAA-182

1087

Fulk Rechin making a donation to the Abbey of SaintAubin d'Angers.

CSAA-263

1060-1067

Charter docwnenting the acquisition of the property and
possessions of Renaud Berger by the Abbey of SaintAubin d'Angers upon his entry into the Abbey.

CSAA-269

1060-1081

Geoffrey the Bearded acting as count of Anjou
confirming the gift of Renaud Berger to the Abbey of
Saint-Aubin d'Angers. Fulk Rechin also appears as a
vassal of his brother.

CSAA-289

1067-1082

Charter in which Fulk Rechin recognizes the rights of the
Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

CSAA-297

1070

Fulk and his son Geoffrey recognizes the abandonment
of the Suit Marcoardus brought against the Abbey of
Saint-Aubin d'Angers.
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CSAA-412

1095

Charter in which Fulk Rechin recognizes the possessions
of the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

CSAA-414

1090-1106

Charter docwnenting Fulk Rechin and his sons rejection
of the claim against the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers
made by the wife ofHailmery le Sellier.

CSAA-641

1107

Charter docwnenting a gift by Geoffrey de Brion to the
monks of Brion witnessed by Fulk Rechin and his son
Fulk the Younger.

CSAA-772

1105

Guillawne de Huille enters the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers and gives up his possessions, Fulk Rechin and
his son Geoffrey both give their permission.

CSAA-930

1103

Fulk Rechin and his son Geoffrey confirm a gift made by
Fulk Nerra.

CSB-156

1096

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

CSB-163

1095

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers on behalf of his ancestors.
Fulk's son Geoffrey appears as a witness to give consent.

CSB-200

1067 or 1068 Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

CSB-245

1067

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

CSB-340

1072

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers on behalf of his ancestors.

CV-158

1062

Geoffrey the Bearded acting as Count of Anjou confirms
the rights of the Abbey Trinity de Vendome given to
them by Geoffrey Martell. Fulk Rechin appears as a
witness to his brother's charter.

CV-175

1064

Fulk Rechin confirms the gift made to the Abbey Trinity
de Vendome made by Geoffrey Martell shortly before his
death.

CV-191

Before 1070 . Charter docwnenting the business arrangement between
the Abbey Trinity de Vendome and Herluin in which
Herluin holds the villa of Semmur for an annual
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payment. Both Fulk Rechin and his second wife Osanna
witness this charter.
CV-239

1073

Fulk Rechin confirms the rights of the Abbey Trinity de
Vendome to take water in the Angevin forest.

CV-312

1105

Fulk Rechin's son Geoffrey acts to repair the damage to
the Abbey of Saint-Clement. Fulk Rechin and Fulk the
Younger both witness this act.

CV-422

1109

Fulk Rechin gives the Abbey Trinity de Vendome the
customs and rights which they are to receive shortly
before his death.

1501 1

1091

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Philibert of
Tournous.

15017

1074

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Philiberto of
Tournous.

49H2no.81

1067-1109

Gift by Fulk Rechin to Marmoutier.

H62

1090-1106

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers.

H1840 no.9 1067

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint Florent of
Saumur.

H1840
no.11

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint Florent of
Saumur.

1070

/
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Chronological List of Charters

Date

Charter

Description

1062

CV-158

Geoffrey the Bearded acting as Count of Anjou confirms
the rights of the Abbey Trinity de Vendome given to
them by Geoffrey Martell. Fulk Rechin appears as a
witness to his brother's charter.

1064

CV-175

Fulk Rechin confirms the gift made to the Abbey
Trinity de Vendome made by Geoffrey Martell
shortly before his death. 1

1067

CSB-245

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

1067

H1840
no.9

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint Florent of
Saumur.

1060-1067

CSAA-70

Charter documenting the return of property held by
Countess Hildegard Countess Anges, Fulk's greataunt and Aunt, by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of SaintAubin d'Angers.

1060-1067

CSAA-263

Charter documenting the acquisition of the property and
possessions of Renaud Berger by the Abbey of SaintAubin d' Angers upon his entry into the Abbey.

1067 or 1068

CSB-200

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

Before 1070

CV-191

Charter documenting the business arrangement between
the Abbey Trinity de Vendome and Herluin in which
Herluin holds the villa of Semmur for an annual
payment. Both Fulk Rechin and his second wife Osanna
witness this charter.

1070

CSAA-297

Fulk and his son Geoffrey recognizes the
abandonment of the Suit Marcoardus brought against
the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

1070

H1840
no.11

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint Florent of
Saumur.

1

Charters in bold are those issued by Fulk Rechin.
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1067-1070

CSAA-7

Gift to Saint-Aubin d' Angers by Geoffrey Martell
ratified by Fulk Rechin.

1072

CSB-340

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers on behalf of his ancestors.

1037

CV-239

Fulk Rechin confirms the rights of the AbbeyTrinity
de Vendome to take water in the Angevin forest.

1074

15Gl7

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Philiberto
ofToumous.

1060-1081

CSAA-269

Geoffrey the Bearded acting as count of Anjou
confirming the gift of Renaud Berger to the Abbey of
Saint-Aubin d' Angers. Fulk Rechin also appears as a
vassal of his brother.

1082

CSAA-31

Charter documenting the election of Abbot Girardi at
Saint Aubin d' Angers.

1067-1082

CSAA-289

Charter in which Fulk Rechin recognizes the rights of
the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

1087

CSAA-8

Gift to Saint Aubin d'Angers by Fulk Rechin.

1087

CSAA-182

Fulk Rechin making a donation to the Abbey of SaintAubin d'Angers.

1091

15Gl 1

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Philibert of
Toumous.

1095

CSAA-412 Charter in which Fulk Rechin recognizes the
possessions of the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers.

1095

CSB-163

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers on behalf of his ancestors.
Folk's son Geoffrey appears as a witness to give
consent.

1096

CSB-156

Fulk Rechin makes a gift to the Abbey of Saint-Serge
and Saint-Bach d'Angers.

1098

CSAA-108

Settlement of a dispute between the Abbey of SaintAubin d' Angers and Saint-Nicholis regarding the rights
and property held by Saint-Aubin d' Angers.
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1103

CSAA-930

Fulk Rechin and his son Geoffrey confirm a gift made
by Fulk Nerra.

1104

CSAA-111

Charter documenting the return of property to the
Abbey of Saint Aubin d'Angers by Fulk and his sons.

1105

CSAA-772

Guillaume de Huille enters the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d' Angers and gives up his possessions, Fulk Rechin and
his son Geoffrey both give their permission.

1105

CV-312

Fulk Rechin's son Geoffrey acts to repair the damage to
the Abbey of Saint-Clement. Fulk Rechin and Fulk the
Younger both witness this act.

1090-1106

CSAA-141

Charter documenting Fulk Rechin and his sons rejection
of the claim against the Abbey of Saint-Aubin d'Angers
made by the wife of Raimer le Sellier.

1090-1106

H62

Gift by Fulk Rechin to the Abbey of Saint-Aubin
d'Angers.

1107

CSAA-641

Charter documenting a gift by Geoffrey de Brion to the
monks of Brion witnessed by Fulk Rechin and his son
Fulk the Younger.

1109

CV-422

Fulk Rechin gives the Abbey Trinity de Vendome the
customs and rights which they are to receive shortly
before his death.

1067-1109

CSAA-181

Charter documenting the reconciliation of a dispute
between Saint-Aubin d' Angers and Saint Maur.

1067-1109

49H2
no.81

Gift by Fulk Rechin to Marmoutier.
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Witnesses

'Ci
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No Recorded Witnesses
Abbo de Brioleto
Abbonus de Brioledo
Accharcfus Sanctonensis
Achardus
Adam
Adam de Castello Ledl
Adam de Mola
Adam preposltus
Adamus nutricius Fulconls
Junions
Adcluumdi
Adeladis uxor Herberti de
Poillio
Adelardo
Adelardus de Castro
Gunterii
Adelardus senescaJlus
Adelardus Sorini
Adhelandus
Aimericus de COITOll
Aimericus lfius Archardi
Alarius frater Warinus
1.1!.eposltus Sancti Allllnl
Albelid de Monteaureo
Alber1cus
Albericus de Azeio
Alberlcus de Lamnlaco
Albericus de Vernet
Albericus de Vlefiis
Alberti frater
Albertus de Meralo
Aldufus Dfior
Aldulfus
Aldulfus conversarii
Aldulfus_1)fepositus
Aldulfus poor �--��-�
Aldulfus, Preposltus Sancti
Albini
Alericus
IAlQellO de Oalmeriaco
Amalger
Amlcus viUicus
Andefredus fifius widonls
Andrea Guaml>azerio
Andreae frater patris ejus
HubertiPlteratae
Andreas
AndresPaganus
Ansalt
Anselini filii attenus Ansellnl
Ansgerius
Archelanus milites
Archembaldus
Archembaudus filius Ulgeni
Archenbaldo Drior
Archenulfus
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Witnesses

'-0
l.,J

Amaldua
Arpinus nepose Archardus
delngerio
Artuaio
Artusius
Artuso
I
Audulfus
Auger1us demorenna
Aurami monac:hi
Aviscia wcor Huberto
Avis!laudus
Avitia uxor Hucbertl
Babini militls
Bausbohl Moncdsi
Benedictus deSando
Laudo
Berardus
BerinQerius
Bemardus, abbas Majorls
Monasterii
Bemardus, Abbas Sanctl
Seroii
Bemegeru uramatlcl
Bemerius
Bemerius cellarius
Bemerius de Alblnlaco
Bemerius deVHia Bovela
Bemerius seaetarius
Bertha wcor Robertl
Burdondionis
Bertrandus deVarenciaco
Bertrannus
Binklariia
Blsinario
Badini Venatorls
Bolinailii QUOinldlo
Bosicklinl rolendatoulr
Brientius
Brientius nnnr
Buraril nonaisis
Burchardl deBlodo
Burchardi dePorartls
e,,,,_,aru
-·-- """""'sltl
Cart>onellus deSando
Michaele
Cenomannensis comes
Clarembaldus deMonte
Frotmeri
Clarenbaldus deRocha Forti
Clarenhaudus
Clerembaldus deRuoe Forti
Clennbaldus
Comitissa Redonenslsfflla
l!lsius comiti&
Constantinus
Constantlnus Cmbonellus
Constantlnus cocus

-
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Witnesses
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Constantius
Dado
Daiberlt abbatls Sanctl
Sarai
Danielis de Vado
David de Marlon<>
Dodo
Dodo Manda Guerram
Dragonis fratris Malhei de
Monteauero
Droao
Droao filius Petri
Droao Redivatus
Durandi Monachi prioris
Sancti-Mauri
Duristallum
Eadulfus PnmAn681US
Ecredaldl canonlci
Edbrardus, abbas Sanctl
Carilelli
Eaihonis
Emeri<:us de Corrone
Errnenaardis, Comitissae
Escelina
Eudo
Eudonis de Blazone
Eusebii EotSCODI
Euseblus eoiscoous
Failiionir
Firmato
Firmatus matiscallus
Frotaerius
Frotmundo de Vlrlaco
Frotmundus
Frotmundus de Fano
Frotmundus de Vlriaco
Fulbertus D81181arius
Fuk:hardi de RuDelorti
Fulcherii praepoaili de
Cotumico
Fulcho de Fontenellls
Fulchradus cantor
Fulchrardo de Trevlis
Fulco Anibart
Fulco cellararius
Fulco de boeria
Fulco de Buion
Fulco de Grandi Fonte
Fulco de Matefelon
Fulco de Plaxicio
Fulco de Rochis
Fulco de VIiia Brenoria
Fulco filius Fulco comes
Fulco fiHus Un;ionls
Fulco Graphinus
Fulcoio Chatoria
Fulcone de Boria
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Witnesses

\0
V,

7 8
Fulcone presbitero
Fulcradus
Fulherius de Turre
Gamerius
Gamerius archldiaconus
Gamocus
Gascetini Rotundatorts
Gaudini de Male
Gaudinus de Clichlone
Gauffredi P=vem
Gauffridi de Ponciaco
Gauffridi de Tllliaco
Gauffridl monaclll
Gauffridus Belceator
Gauffridus de Varema
Gaufredo papa
BouemGauifolouui
Aucisuoisioi
Gaufridi Andecavensls
comitls
Gaufridl cantorts
Gaufridi de -"'""la
Gaufridiulo filio Gaufridus de
Brionio
Gaufrido de Calumna
Gaufrido de Clans VaHibud
Gaufrido liliss fulco
Gaufrido luneNo
Gaufrido Meschino
Gaufridus
Gaufridus archidiaconus
Gaufridus Buraonius
Gaufridus caiphans
Gaufridus de Restiniaco
Gaufridus cantor
X
Gaufridus CaVl>ll8S
Gaufridus Crassus
Gaufridus de Bello Monte
Gaufridus de Blazone
Gaufridus de Brioleto
Gaufridus de Brlonio
Gaufridus de Meduana
Gaufridus de Resliniaco
Gaufridus de Salmonciaco
Gaufridus de Varenna
Gaufridus ctecanus
Gaufridus eleclus,
episcopus
GaufTidus !iii Fulco Comes
Gaufridus fllij Rainaklus
Buraevlnus
GaufTidus Fulaedus
Gaufridus Girt>audus
Gaufridus Junior de
Meduana
Gaufridus Lunellus
Gaufridus Martinus
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Witnesses

°'
\0

Gaufridus Martinus decanus
SanctiMauritii
Gaufridus Df10f
Gaufridus DU&rulus
Gaufridus, eoiSCODUa
Gaurinus Bomus Lisonis
infana
Gausberti Filuionia
Gau&bertua
GausbtusdePor1a
Gauscelinus
Gausfredide Varena
Gaussrd deP&nlllo
Gauteril Monachl SanctlMartini
Gelduinusde Malllaco
Geoffrey the Bearded
Geoffrldua de Blazon
cancellarius comitls Goffrldl
IAndeaavorum
Gert>ertusde
Chanlhosdaco
Geforius frater CJarembaldl
Gervasiusfrater Hucbertus
Gilclulnus
Giradus Follulua on,oosttus
r Giraldl Calvelli
Giraldus
Giraldus Andefredi
Giraldus c-.nouus
- ,
Giraldus corvesanua
Giraldus filius Andefredi
Girardi Abbatis
Girardi preoosill de Balalaco
1 u1rardo Abbate
Girardum Follulum
Girardus abbas
Girardus corveamil
Glrardus de Fracto Valle
cllambenanus
Girardus filus Andefrldi
Glrardus Paoanus
Glrardua Df10f
Glrardusvialius
Glrardus, Abbas Sancti
Albini
Giraudus Calvellus
-IGiraudus """"""""'
--~
Girt>ertus
Gironusde Belo
Gironus de Belo Pratello
Gironua frater Clarembaldi
Godefredus
Goffredl filil Fuk:harcll de
Ruoefortl
Goffridus LlliDnas

----
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Goffridus Calphas
canonicus SanctJ..laudl
Goffridu&deBlazone
Goffridu& !illus Gannl
Goffridus thesaurarius
Gofredus
Gofredu&deBelo Monte
Gofredus lllius Ronaonis
Gofredus ftlus Adacldi
Gosbertl Boml
Go&bertu&
Go&bertus deFalconnlaco
Gosbertus de Porta
Gosbertus de Sancto
Maurillo
Gosbertu& decanus
IGosbertus pnor
Gosbibi Mephoue lpsuue
volbibi
Goscellnu&
Go&eelinus deCampo
Capra,io
Goscelinu&
Rotundardus
I
Gosoeffinus Bodellus
Gosfredus IUlus Brientli
Gosfrldi cognomanto
Galfredl
Gosfridus flllua Guarini
Gosfridus fullus Ralnaldus
Buraevlnua
Gosfrldus Hunonls
-Gosfrldus P"""' Bovem
Gosfrldus Rorgonis
Guarlnus Bomeus
Guarlnu& HOmlUS
Guarlnus cellararlus
Guarlnu&deAzelo
Guamerlus archeidlaconus
Guamerlus Matho
Guamerlus Milon
Gulddo deMatefelono
Guiddo fltius Giraldi
Gulddo IraterdeWalterlus
de Lovennis
Guido cognomento
Guinemarlus
Guido deLavala
Guldonls fratrl& lvoni&de
Galla
GuiHelmus
Guillefmus ADUkJ&
GuiUelmus archldlaconus
Guillermus Musca
canonicu& Sanc:li-MaJrlcii
Gurhannus
Haiene de Aclnce
Haimerld deCorrom

I
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Haimerlcus
Haimericus Avallun
Haimericus de Soz
Haimericus ostelartus
Haimericus prespositus de
Balaiaco
Haimericus wcor
Haimericus uxor mater
uxoris
Haimeriucs de Currono
HalmmllflJS
Haimmarus Malus Parwlus
Haimomonlarius
Haimonis Monachl SanctiMartini
Hainrtco
Hainrico denco de Sando
Pelro
I Hainricus cemenlarius
Hainricus oresbiler
Hamellnus
Hammericus fulius Haimericl
de Malleverarto
Hamo Gulschardus
Hardulnl Buroundlonls
Harduino de Baraceio
Harduino delrtulis
Harduino elemoslnano
I
Hardulnus
Harduinus elemonlnarius
Harduinus monachus
Hatonis fllii l.:iilUITJllJl filii
Hotonis
Helias
Helias de Feela
Helie de Fecia
Helinannus, nnnr nosier
Hemerti de lnarandla
Hert>ertus
Hert>ertus flllus Droaonis
Herduinus de SanctoMedardo
Hervei de Cosma
Hervenus Roundetlus
Herveus
Herveus Quadnaa
I
Heudo Blancardus
Heudone de Blazono
Hffarius frater Aldulfi
Hildeberto oresbltero
Hildebertus, eplscopus
CenomaM80Si6
Hlldeerto
Hildegard! Valela uxore
Gaufridus de Brionio
1-fpaeaarius
Hik:lradus
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Hilootus de Gummeth
HiUaBore Valhunh
Hivo
Hivo ortor
Hldeoarto oresbitero
Hodoardi
Hubaudus oincema
Hubeloti de Camoaniis
Hubert! Plterate
Huberto
Huberto filio frotrnundl
Hubertum Plteratam
Hubertus
Hubertus archiidiaconus
Hubertus de Casteffo
Gunten1
Hubertus fllius Godae
Hubertus Plterata
Hucbertua
Hucbertus cantor
Huchbertus
Huchbertus Raoot
Huao
Huoo deBarraclaco
Huoo de Calido Monte
Huao de Cantosciaco
Huoo de lnlers
Huao de Sanda Mora
Huao de Vado·
Huao de VaHls
Huao de Xavarsillio
Hugo frater de WKklo
Pictavinus
Hugo Irater Gaufrldus de
Brlonio
Hugo Irater Goacellnus de
Camoo Caorarlo
Ho o oGrandis
Huao ManducaBrllonem
Huao nAHAtariua
Huaolinus de CasteHone
Huaone de Baraciaco
Huaone de Monasterlolo
Huaone Mansello
Hugonem canonicum Sanctt
Laudi
Huoonis deBalaum
Huoonls de Cantosciaco
Huaonis de Jesolis
Hugonis fiJii Rotrodi
VICeCOmitis
Hugonis nepatis Olgeni
comilis
Huaonis Normanni
Hurtlioli
lnoelbaldusBrito
lnoelbaudo Eschevido
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lngelbaudus senex
lngelbertus Porta Camem
lnoelfridus
lnoeK1erii de Converso
lsrahelis
lvo de Brioleto et
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Table 1 Witnesses To All Charters Involving Fulk Rechin
Witnesses
Mauritio 1i1io Gautridus de
Brionio
Mauritius de Escarbot
Maziacum
Metalis de Sancto Satumino
Mimardus
Morello nepoteBuchardi
monchi
Morini fratries Hodoardi
Motbertus
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Table 1 Witnesses To All Charters Involving Fulk Rechin
Witnesses
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Pretrus de Sando
Christoforo
Pretrus ftlius Stephani
Rubescali c:hamberlanus
Rademundi Abbalus
Radfradus praeieaus
Radulfi de Bellomonte
Radulfo filius Cadilonis de
Blazono
Radultus
Radulfus de Gredo
IRadulfus de Polhonaria
I
Radulfus Pomensatus
Radulfus Toaret
Ra<IUIMus de Podlonaria
Reginaldo episcopo
I presidente
Raoinaldus Archllldlaconus X
Raginaldus Cnaionardus
I
Rahal
Rahenus
Rainaldi de Alemannla
Rainaldi ftli Belharll canonlcl
Sanctl-Martn
Ralnaldi Malt-Vicarii
Reinaldo
Reinaldo de Troea
Rainaldo Recordello
Rainaldus
IRainaldus llUfllevinus
I
Raineldus Burgundus
Rainaldus Caora Canute
Rainaklus de Castello
Gunteril
Rainaldus de Vulvent
Rainaldus filius HIIIITMlflCI de
Malleverario
Rainaldus arammalicus
Rainaldus Grandls
Rainaldus Guarengefius
Rainaldus Paaanus
Rainaldus Recordellus
Rainaldus, ftlii Roberto
BuralJ'ldioni
Rainardus decxanus
Rainardus Urselus
Rainerio canberland abballs
Rainefio clerico de Super
Pointe
Rainerius
Rainerius cam-iua
abbalis
Rainerius Gaudinus
Raloerius sator
Ramadus de MIii()
Rannulfo
RaMUlfus
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Table 1 Witnesses To All Charters Involving Fulk Rechin

Witnesses
Rannulfus Russetlus
Ranulfi de tsaKliaco
Ralfredus oreoosltus
Raynaldus Episcopus
Andeaavorum
Redonensis fHllSCODlJS
Reherius de Luiei
Renaldus urpnanus fraler
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Robert de Monte
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Rodberti de Monta
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Table 1 Witnesses To All Charters Involving Fulk Rechin
Witnesses
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Seibrannus constabularius
Seibrannus de Pessavant
Simon de Boelia
Solomon
Stepnani Abbatus
SIBDnallO de Brucie
Stepnanus
Stei,nanus cantor
Steonanus telonearius
Sytvester de Voluta
Tehellus
Tetbaldl de Jarzlaco
Tetbaldus de Castellocelso
Tetbaldus de Jarzezlo
Tetbaldus de Troale
Tetbaudo Florentino
Tetbaudus
Tetberti Monachi SanctiMartini
Tetbertua prefectus
SdanctaeMariae
Tetarlnus
Thomas
Tlbennua de Torata
Urvodius
VaionaBurolll
vasrm lnfirmn
Vaufridus
Vitalir abbalor
Vitalis monachi
Vivlanus Dives
VouusgiEoiscoct
..
VUIQllllUS
Walte!il canonld Sanctl
Martini
Walterii lratril Hugoinls de
Jesoas
Watterio de Lovaklnls
Walterius
Wallerius aurifaber
Walteriua de Lovanli&
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Table 1 Witnesses To All Charters Involving Fulk Rechin

Wrtnessea
Wamenus
Wamerius ardlldiaconus
Wamerius cellararius
Wlddo
Wlddo frater Rotbertus
Buroundio
Widdonis de Lovennis
Wldo Turolnua
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Wldonls monachi
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Table 2 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin And Geoffrey
Witness
Adam de Mota
Albericus de Vernei
Albericus de Vieriis
Aldulfus
Alericus
Algeria de Dalmeriaco
Andrea Guambazerio
Archembaldus
Archenbaldo prior
Archenulfus
Audulfus
Augerius de morenna
Bemardus, abbas Majoris
Monasterii
Bemardus, Abbas Sancti Sergii
Bemerius secretarius
Michaele
Clarembaldus de Monte
Frotmeri
Clarenhaudus
Constantinus Carbonellus
Dado
Dodo Manda Guerram
Edbrardus, abbas Sancti
Carilelfi
Eusebius episcopus
Frotmundus de Viriaco
Fulbertus pelletarius
Fulcho de Fontenellis
Fulchradus cantor
Fulco Arribart
Fulco de Buion
Fulco Cle Granct1 Fonte
Fulco de Matefelon
Gamocus
Gaufridi Andecavensis comitis
Gaufrido lunello
Gaufridus archidiaconus
Gaufridus Cayphas
Gaufridus Crassus
Gaufridus de Brioleto
Gaufridus de Restiniaco
Gaufridus de Varenna
Gaufridus decanus
Gaufridus filii Fulco Comes
Gaufridus Junior de Meduana
Gaufridus Lunellus
Gaufridus Martinus
Gaufridus, episcopus
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Table 2 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin And Geoffrey
Witness
Gilduinus
Giraldus Andefredi
Girardus abbas
Girardus prior
Girardus viarius
Girardus, Abbas Sancti Albini
Giraudus Calvellus
Giraudus preoositus
Girorius de Bello
Gosbertus de Porta
Gosbertus decanus
Gosbertus prior
Gosfredus filius Brientii
Guarinus Bomius
Guarinus de Azeio
Guamerius archeidiaconus
Guiddo de Matefelono
Guillelmus Apulus
Guillelmus archidiaconus
Haimericus
Haimericus uxor
Haimericus uxor mater uxoris
Haimmarus
Hainricus cementarius
Hamo Guischardus
Harduino elemosinario
Helinannus, prior noster
Herveus
Heudo Blancardus
Hilarius frater Aldulfi
Hildeberto presbitero
Hildebertus, episcopus
Cenomannensis
Hilgotus de Gummeth
Hivo prior
Hubertus de Castello Gunterii
Hucbertus
Hucbertus cantor
Huchbertus Raaot
Hugo de Cantosciaco
Hugone de Baraciaco
lngelbaudus senex
lngelbertus Porta Carnem
Johannes
Lambertus, Abbas Sancti
Nicholai
Landricus
Lisoio
Lisoius
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Table 2 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin And Geoffrey
Witness
Lisoius lnfans
Maingoi
Marbodus, episcopus
Redonensis
monchi
Odo Forsanet
Odonis de Sarmasiis
Paoanus archidiaconus
Paaanus Bovetus
Paisant
Petrus Curtus
Petrus Rubiscallus
Petrus Ticio
Pratello
Rainaldo de Troea
Rainaldus Burgevinus
Rainaldus Burgundus
Rainaldus Capra Canuta
Rainaldus de Castello Gunterii
Rainaldus grammaticus
Rainaldus Grandis
Rainaldus Recordellus
Rannulfo
Rannulfus
Reherius de Luiei
Renaldus Orphanus frater
Roaldus
Roberto hospitario
Rotbertusprepositus
Rothbertus preoositus
Savaris
Seibrannus constabularius
Seibrannus de Passavant
Tetbertus prefectus Sdanctae
Mariae
Tetgrinus
Thomas
Vaslino infirmario
Walterius de Lovennis
Walterius foristarius
Walterius neoos Richerii
Waltero de Fossa
Warinus de Sancto Petro
Wamerius cellararius
Willelmus Musca
Willemus, Abbas Sancti Florintii
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Table 3 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin, Geoffrey And Fulk The Younger
Witnesses
Abbo de Brioleto
Adamus nutricius Fulconis
Junioris
Adelardus de Castro-Gunterii
Albericus de Azeio
Aldulfus conversarii
Archelanus milites
Brientius prior
Carbonellus de Sancto Michaele
Constantinus
Firmatus mariscallus
Fulco de Plaxicio
Fulco de Rochis
Fulco de Villa Brenoria
Fulco filius Fulco comes
Fulco filius Ursionis
Fulco Graphinus
Gamerius archidiaconus
Gaudinus de Clichione
Gaufridus caiphans Gaufridus de
Restiniaco
Gaufridus de Blazone
Gaufridus filii Fulco Comes
Gaurinus Bornus Lisonis infans
Geoffridus de Blazon
cancellarius comitis Goffridi
Andeaavorum
Gerbertus de Chanthosciaco
Giraldus corvesarius
Girardi Abbatis
Girardus corvesarii
Girardus filus Andefridi
Girardus Paganus
Girorius frater Clarembaldi
Goffridus Calphas canonicus
Sancti-Laudi
Goffridus de Blazone
Goffridus filius Garini
Goffridus thesaurarius
Gosbertus
Gosbertus de Falconniaco
Goscelinus de Camoo Caprario
Goscelinus Rotundardus
Gosfridus filius Guarini
Guarinus Bomeus
Guarinus cellararius
Guiddo frater de Walterius de
Lovennis
Guido de Lavalle
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Table 3 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin, Geoffrey And Fulk The Younger

Witnesses
Guillermus Musca canonicus
Sancti-Mauricii
Hainricus cementarius
Harduinus
Harduinus elemoninarius
Herbertus filius Drogonis
Herduinus de Sancto-Medardo
Hubaudus pincema
Hugo de Sancta Mora
Hugo frater de Widdo Pictavinus
Hugo frater Goscelinus de
Campo Caprario
lvo de Brioleto et Carhonellus
Johannes de Blazone
Johannes de Castello
Lisoius de Moleriis
Mainerius canonicus
Mauricius dominus Credonis
Mauricius Rohonnardus
Normannus de Monterebelil
Odo de Bomo
Odo Forsanet
Orricus de Bellopratello
Paganus Bovetus
Paaanus de Mirebello
Paisant hospitarius
Papoth de Aveto
Petrus capellanus
Petrus de Chamilliaco
Petrus Rubiscallus
Pinchio de Guirchia
Pretrus de Sancto Christoforo
Radulphus de Pochonaria
Rainaldus Guarengerius
Rainaldus Paaanus
Rainaldus Recordellus
Rainerius camerarius abbatis
Rainerius Gaudinus
Raynaldus Episcopus
Andeaavorum
Richardus de Sancto Quintino
Richardus Decanus
Robertus frater Mauricius
Rotbertus prepositus
Rotlandus Courandus
Samaollus familus Prioris
Samazollus familus prior
Simon de Boeria
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Table 3 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin, Geoffrey And Fulk The Younger
Witnesses
Stephanus cantor
Sylvester de Voluta
Tetbaldus de Castellocelso
Walterius de Lovennis
Walterius de Montesorelli
Widdonis de Lovennis
Wido Turpinus
Wilddo Pictavinus
Willelmus archidiaconus
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Table 4 Witnesses Who Appear With Fulk Rechin And His Wives

w·1tnesses

samt· s·1en::ie et Samt. 8ach d'AnQers
200

Amalger
Ansalt
Arnaldus
Sabini militis
Droao
Ecredaldi canonici
Ermengardis, Comitissae
Escelina
Gaufridi cantoris
Gaufridi de Dongia
Gauscelinus
Godefredus
Hamelinus
Herberti de lngrandia
Herbertus
Hugo
lsrahelis
Johannis de Bellovidere
Josberti canonici Sancti Laudi
Odelinus
Ogerii
Osanna femina Fulk Rechin
Petri de Mumiaco
Radulfi de Bellomonte
Rahat
Rainaldus
Rotberti Boscheti
Walterii canonici Sancti Martini
Widonis de calidomonte

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present

l
Orinainal Charters
I Cartulaire de Saint Aubin Saint-SereIe et Saint-Bach d'Anaers I
7 I 8 I 31 l 72l 181 I182 I 412 156 I 188 l 340 175 I 239 I 422 15G1 1 I 15G17 I39H2no81I H62 TH1840 no.9 H1840 no.11
Abbo de Brioleto
X
I
Achardus
I
X
Adam
X I
l
Adam de Castello Led1
X
X
Adciuumdi
l
Adelardo
I
X
I
I
I
Adelardus senescallus
X
I
I
Adhelandus
X
Aimencus ilius ArchardI
I
I
X
,__
Alanus rrater Wannus
X
prePositus Sancti Albini
I
I
I
Albericus
I
X
I
I
Albencus de Lamniaco
X
l
I
Alberti frater
X
Albertus
de
Merallo
l
X
I
'-Aldulfus prepositus
T
X
I
'-Aldulfus, Prepositus
-r
X
Sancti Albini
Amicus villicus
I
l
X
•-I
Andrea Guambazerio
l
X
Andreae frater patris
X
eius Huberti Piteratae
.........
l
Andreas
T
X
l
l
l
I
Andres Paganus
X
l
I
I
X
-Ansgerius
•Arpinus nepose
X
T
Archardus de lnaerio
'--Aurami monachi
X
'-Avisgaudus
X
'-Avitia uxor Hucberti
X
Bausbohi
Monccisi
X
'
Berardus
X
'
Beringerius
X
L
__
Bemegeru Gramatici
I
I
X
Bemerius
I
X
l
[Bemerius cellarius
I
I
I
I
l
X
I I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
_.,!
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness
Bemenus ae Albimaco
Bertrandus de
Varenciaco
Bertrannus
Binigariia Geuagodilli
Sodini Venatoris
Bolingilii QUOinidio
Bos1cklim rolendatou,r
Brientius
Buraril nonaisis
Bumeaaru praeoositi
Carbonellus de Sancto
Michaele
Clarenbaldus de Rocha
Forti
Clennbaldus
Comitissa
Redonensisfilia ipsius
comitis
Constantinus
Carbonellus
Constantius
Daiberit abbatis Sancti
Sergii
Danielis de Vado
David de Mariono
Dodo
Drogo Redivatus
Eadulfus Poroensatus
Egihonis
Emericus de Corrone
Eudonis de Blazone
Failiionir
Frotgerius
Frotmundus
Fulco de Matefelon

Orincinal Charters
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness

Vt

Fulcone de Boria
Fulcradus
Fulherius de Turre
Gamerius
uascellnt Rotundatons
Gauffridi de Tilliaco
Gauffridi monachi
Gauffridus Belceator
uauffndus ae Varenna
Gaufredo papa
BouemGauifolouui
Aucisupisioi
Gaufrido de Calumna
Gaufrido Meschino
Gaufridus cantor
Gaufridus Crassus
uautndus de Mecluana
uautnaus Martinus
decanus Sancti Mauritii
Gaufridus prior
Gaufridus puerulus
Gausberti Filuionis
Gausbertus
Gausbtus de Porta
Gaussrd de Perullo
Gervasius frater
Hucbertus
Giradus Follulus
prepositus
Giraldus
Giraldus coquus
l;jlraldus filius Andefrea,
Girardi prepositi de
Balgiaco
Girardo Abbate
Girardum Folluium

Oringinal Charters
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness
Girardus de Fracto Valle
chamber1anus
Girbertus
Girorius de Bello
Goffridus Caiphas
Goffridus de Blazone
Gofredus

°'

Oringinal Charters
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X
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X

Gofredus de Bello Monte
Gofredus fihus Roriaonis
Gofredus filus Adae1a1
Gosberti Bomi
Gosbibi Mephoue ipsuue
volbibi
Goscelinus
GoscellinusBodellus

X

X
X
X

X

X

-
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Rainaldus Buroevinus
Gosfridus Huaonis
Gosfridus Rorgonis
Guarinus cellararius
Guido cognomento
Guinemarius
Gurhannus
Halene de Acince
Haimerici de Corrom
Haimericus
Haimenucs de Currono
Parvulus
Haimo montarius
Harduino detriuiis
HarduInus monachus
Hatonis filii Gauffridi filii
Hotonis
Helias de Fecia
Helie de Fecia

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
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X
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Orinainal Charters
Cartulaire de Saint Aubin Saint-Sere e et Saint-Bach d'Anaers
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Herbertus
X
X
Hervei de Cosma
X
Hervenus Roundellus
X
Herveus
X
Herveus Quadriag
X
Heudone de Blazono
X
Hilarius frater Aldulfi
X
Hildeerto
X
Hildegarius
X
Hildradus
X
Hilia Bore Valbugh
X
Hivo
X
Hodoardi
X
Hubeloti de campaniis
X
Huberti Piterate
X
Hubertum Piteratam
X
Hubertus
X
Hubertus archiidiaconus
X
Hubertus fillus Godae
X
Hubertus Piterata
X
Huchbertus
X
Hugo
X
Hugo de Barraciaco
X
..
Hugo de caliao Monte
X
Hugo de Inters
X
Hugo de Sancta Mora
X
Hugo de Xavarsillio
X
Hugo pelletarius
X
Hugone de Monasteriolo
X
Hugonem canonIcum
X
Sancti Laudi
Hugonis de Balaum
X
Hugonis de CantoscIaco
X
Hugonis de Jesoiis
X
Hugonis filii Rotrodi
X
Vicecomitis
Witness

-- .J

Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness

00

Oringinal Charters
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Hugonis Normanni
Hurbigli
lngelbaldus Brito
lngelbaudo Eschevido
lngelfridus
lngelgerii de Converso
lvonis monachi
Johannes
Joscelinus pistor
Laguelino de Brucis
Lanbertus
LanbertustPISCOPUS
Larentius
Lisonis
Luisia filia Vabbatre
Mainardus famulus
Mainardus Gastiuldus
Mainerius Losdunus
Mainguisus
Marganla fiha ipsa volibli
Martinus filius Fuffae
Matfridus
Matfridus monachus
Mauricio precepi
Mimardus
Monm fratries Hodoardi
Motbertus
Moysi prions
Nihardus de MonteAureo
Normannus de carcere X
Odo
Odo Tundans Aroum
Odone de ChamazIaco
Orricus
Orricus de Cauleto
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X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness
Orricus frater Hugo de
Calido Monte
Paganus cellerus
1-'aganus de Favorelils
Paganus de Mirebello
1-'aganus filius FulbertI
Pertus
Petri de Blazone
Petro filius Cadilonis de
Blazono
Petrus Fulcoini
Petrus prior
Andegevensis
Pippinus de Raderio

Orinoinal Charters
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Pretrus filius Stephani
Rubescali chamberlanus
Rademundi Abbatus
Raatrecfus praefectus
Radulfo filius Cadilonis
de Blazono
Radulfus
Radulfus de Grado
Radulfus de Pothonana
Raginaldus
X
Archilidiaconus
t<aginaldus c;naignardus
Rainaldo
Rainaldus
Kalnaldus Buroevinus
Rainaldus de Castello
Gunterii
Rainardus decxanus
Rainerius
Ramadus de Malo
Rannulfus Russellus
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Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness

N
0

Orinainal Charters
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Redonensis episCOPUs
Richard de Coron
Richardus
X
Richerius
X
Riginaldus
Robert de Monte
Roberti Bu�undionis
Roberti Mareshal
prepositi
Robertus Vestrollus
Rodberti de Monta
Rotbertus
X
Rotbertus
Aandecavensis
X
preoositus
Rotbertus de Alberiis
Rotbertus de
X
Cantosciaco
Rotbertus de Treviis
X
Rotbertus, Dicanus
X
Sancti Mauricii
Rotgertu
Rotundellus praeoositus
Salomon de Fracta-Valle
Samuel
Seibrannus
constabularius
Solomon
Stephani Abbatus
Stephano de Brucis
Stephanus
Tehellus
Tetbaldus de JarzezI0
Tetbaldus de Troata
Tetbaudo Florentino

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Table 5 Wtinesses To Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin But With No Other Family Members Present
Witness

N

Tetbaudus
Tetbertus prefectus
Sdanctae Mariae
Tiberinus de Torata
Urvodius
Valgbli Buroilli
Vaslino infirmario
Vaufridus
Vitalir abbator
Vouusai Episcooi
Vulgrinus
Walterii fratrii Hugoinis
de Jesoiis
Walterius
Warechi Epsicopus
Warinus
Warinus de Bremo
Warinus prepositus
Sancti Albini
Warinus Rufus
Wamerius
Wamerius archidiaconus
wamenus cellararius
Widdo
Widonis monachi
Wigonus
Wilelmus canonicus
sancti Lundi
Willelmus
Willelmus arcn1d1aconus
vv1lle1mus de Treaente
Willelmus granarius
Ylbertus

Oringinal Charters
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin
Witnesses

N
N

No Recorded Witnesses
Abbo de Brioleto
Abbonus de Brioledo
Acchardus Sanctonensis
Adam
Adam de Castello Ledi
Adamus nutricius Fulconis
Junioris
Adciuumdi
Adelardo
Adelardus senescallus
Aimericus de Corron
Aimericus ilius Archardi
Alarius frater Warinus
10rePOSitus Sancti Albini
Albericus de Azeio
Albericus de Lamniaco
Alberti frater
Albertus de Merallo
Aldulfus conversarii
AlduWuspreoosltus
IAAJerio de Oalmeriaco
Amicus villicus
Andefredus filius widonis
Andrea Guambazerio
Andreae frater patris ejus
Huberti Piteratae
Andres Paaanus
Archelanus milites
Archenbaldo prior
Arpinus nepose Archardus
delngerio
Aurami monachi
Avitia uxor Hucberti
Sabini milltis
Beneclictus de Sancto
Laudo
Bemeaeru Gramatici
Bernerius cellarius
Bemerius de Albiniaco
Bertrandus de Varenciaco
Binigariia Geuaaodilli
BolingMii quoinidio
Bosicklini rolendatouir
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin
Witnesses

N

Brientius orior
Buraril nonaisis
Bumeaaru praepositi
Carbonellus de Sancto
Michaele
Clarenbaldus de Rocha
Clerembaldus de Ruoe Forti
Clermbaldus
Comitissa Redonensisfilia
ipsius comitis
Constantinus
Constantinus Carbonellus
David de Mariono
Dodo Manda Guerram
Drogo Redivatus
Eadulfus Poroensatus
Ecredaldi canonlci
Eaihonis
Emericus de Corrone
Ermengardis, Comitissae
Failiionir
Firmatus mariscallus
Frotmundus de Fano
Futbertus oelletarius
Fulco Arribart
Fulco cellararius
Fulco de Matefelon
Fulco filius Fulco comes
Fulco filius Ursionis
Fulco Graohinus
Fulcone de Boria
Fulherius de Turre
Gascelinl Rotundatoris
Gauffridus Belceator
Gaufredo papa
BouemGauifolouui
Aucisupisioi
Gaufridi cantoris
Gaufridi de Donaia
Gaufrido lunello
Gaufridus Burgonius
Gaufridus caiphans
Gaufridus de Restiniaco
Gaufridus Cayphas
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin
Witnesses

�

Gaufridus Crassus
Gaufridus de Bello Monte
Gaufridus de Blazone
Gaufridus de Meduana
Gaufridus electus,
leoiscopus
Gaufridus filii Fulco Comes
Gaufridus filii Rainaldus
Buraevinus
Gaufridus Fulcredus
Gaufridus Girbaudus
Gaufridus Martinus
Gaufridus Martinus decanus
Sancti Mauritii
Gaufridus prior
Gaufridus puerulus
Gausberti Filuionis
Gausbtus de Porta
Gaussrd de Perullo
Gerorius frater Clarembaldi
Gervasius frater Hucbertus
Giradus Follulus preoositus
Giraldus coouus
Giraldus corvesarius
Giraldus filius Andefredi
Girardi Abbatis
Girardo Abbate
Girardum Folluium
Girardus corvesarii
Girardus de Fracto Valle
chamberlanus
Girardus fllus Andefridi
Girorius frater Clarembaldi
Goffridus Caipnas
Goffridus de Blazone
Gofredus
Gofredus de Bello Monte
Gofredus fllius Roriaonis
Gofredus filus Adacldi
Gosbertus
Gosbertus de Sancto
Maurilio
Goscelinus de Campo
Caprario
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rectlin
Witnesses

N

V,

Goscelinus Rotundardus
Goscellinus Bodellus
Gosfredus filius Brientii
Gosfridus filius Guarini
Gosfridus fulius Rainaldus
Buraevinus
Gosfridus Huaonis
Gosfridus Rorgonis
Guarinus cellararius
Guiddo frater de Walterius
de Lovennis
Guido cognomento
Guinemarius
Haiene de Acince
Haimericus Avallun
Haimericus ostelarius
Haimeriucs de Currono
Haimmarus Malus Parvulus
Haimo montarius
Hainricus cementarius
Harduino detriuiis
Harduino elemosinario
Harduinus
Harduinus elemoninarius
Harduinus rnonachus
Helias de Fecia
Helie de Fecia
Herberti de lnarandia
Herbertus
Hervenus Roundellus
Herveus Quadriag
Hilarius frater Aldulfi
Hildeberto presbitero
Hildeerto
Hilia Bore Valbugh
Hubaudus pincema
Huberti Piterate
Hubertum Piteratam
Hubertus archiidiaconus
Hubertus Piterata
Hugo de Barraciaco
Huao de Calido Monte
Hugo de lnlers
Huao de Sancta Mora
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rect,in

Witnesses

°'

N

Saint-5erve et Saint Bact, d'Anaers
Cartulaire de Saint Aubin
200 245 340
163
8 72 111 182 289 297 412 930 156

Huao de XavarsHlio
Hugo frater de Widdo
Pictavinus
Hugo frater Goscelinus de
Camoo Caprario
Huao P81letarius
Huaone de Baraciaco
Huaone de Monasteriolo
Hugonem canonicum Sancti
X
Laudi
Hurt>igH
lnaelbaldus Brito
lsraheHs
Johannis de Bellovidere
Josberti canonici Sancti
Laudi
Joscelinus pistor
Lanbertus EDiscoous
Lisoio
Luisia filia Vabbatre
Mainardus famulus
Mainardus Gastiuldus
Mainerius Losdunus
Mainaoi
Malus Mischinus
Marbodus Arctiidiaconus
Margarila fllia ipsa volibli
Martinus filius Fuffae
Matfridus monactius
Mattheus de Plaxitio
Mauricio precepi
Mauritius de Escart>ot
Morello nepote Buctiardi
monct,i
Nihardus de Monte-Aureo
Normannus de Carcere
Odo Tundans Arpum
1oaerii
Orricus de Cauleto
Orricus frater Hugo de
Calido Monte
Paaanus Bovetus
Paganus cellerus
Paaanus de Favoreliis

X
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin
Witnesses
Paganus de Mirebello
Paaanus filius Fulberti
Paisant
Paisant hospitarius
Papcth de Aveto
Petri de Mumiaco
Petrus caDe1lanus
Petrus Fulcoini
Petrus prior Andeaevensis
Petrus Rublscallus
Petrus Ticio
Piooinus de Raderio
Pretrus de Sancto
Christoforo
Pretrus filius Stephani
Rubescali chamberlanus
Rademundl Abbatus
Radfredus praefectus
Radulfi de Bellomonte
Radulfus de Gredo
Radulfus de Pothonaria
Radulfus Poroensatus
Radulfus Toaret
Raainaldus Chaianardus
Rainaldo
Rainaldo de Troea
Rainaldus Burgevinus
Rainaldus de Castello
Gunterii
Rainaldus de Vulvent
Rainaldus Guarengerius
Rainalclus Paganus
Rainaldus Recordellus
Rainardus decxanus
Rainardus Ursellus
Rainerius camerarius
abbatis
Rainerius Gaudinus
Rainerius sator
Rannulfo
Rannulfus Russellus
Ratfredus prepcsitus
Redonensis episcopus
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Table e Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Recllin
Witnesses
Renaldus Orphanus frater
Bellali
Richard de Coron
Richardus de Sancto
Quintino
Riginaldus
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Cartulaire de Saint Aubin
Saint-serve et Saint Baell d'Anaers
245
340
72 111 182 289 297 412 930 156
183
200

X
X
X
X

Robert de Monte

Roberti Burgundionis
Roberto hospitario
Robertua Vestrollus
Rotberti Bosclleti
Rotbertua Aandecavensia
:preoositus
Rotbertus de Alberiis
Rotbertua de Cantosciaco
Rotbertus de TrevUs
Rotbertus Grandis
Rotbertua Draoositus
Rotaertu
Rotundellus oraeoositus
Salomon de Fracta-Valle
SamaoHus familus Prioris
Samazollus familus prior
Samuel
Seibrannus constabularius
Stephani Abbatus
Stephanus telonearius
Tetbaldus de Jarzezio
Tetbaldus de Troata
Tetbertus prefectus
Sdanctae Mariae
Tiberinus de Torata
Urvodius
Valabli BuroiHi
Vaslino infinnario
Vitalir abbator
Vouusai Episcooi
VulQrinus
Watterii canonici Sancti
Martini
Watterius de Lovennis
Wattero de Fossa
Warechi Ensicoous
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Table 6 Witnesses Who Appear in Charters Issued By Fulk Rechin
Witnesses
Warinus prepositus Sancti
Albini
Warinus Rufus
Wamerius archidiaconus
Wamerius cellararius
Widdonis de Lovennis
Widonis de Calidomonte
Wilddo Pictavinus
Wilelmus canonicus sancti
Lundi
Willelmus archidiaconus
Willelmus Comerius
Willelmus de Tredente
Willelmus granarius
N
1.0
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